
Administration and Policiess.

trMr. Millar invited the Board's attention to a statement appearin'5
in the New Yoric Times of Monday, Ootooer 15th, based upon statements
issued "by Governor Strong. Aft or discus r. ion the Govomor v£is re ones ted
to send a le t ter to a l l federal Rsservo Banlcs oroitioning thoii not to
^ive out aiiy statecient for the pross affecting the general policies of the
Federal Reserve <^sto-i, witiiout f i rs t siiljnattm-c it for trie approved of
the Federal ^ as errs Board."

C

(From meeting of October 15, 1917; Vol. IV, part 2, p . 448.)
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EXCERPTS from the MINUTES

of the

Meetings of the Federal Reserve Board

From 1914 to April 1, 1923, inclusive.

These excerpts give Mr. Mi l le r ' s more

important statemrents and expressions of

opinion made in Board meetings, and also

the more important Board actions upon

which Mr. Miller voted "No."
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flccept-
Acceptancos - Board's Policy with Regard to.

{From meeting of Augist 10, 1915; Vol. I I , p. 651-2.)

"Mr, Miller read a statement expressing his personal views regarding
the general future policy of tiie Board as affected by tha letter to Gov-
ernor Strong, and on motion the same was ordered entered in the minutes
of thB meeting as follows:

rlt The transactions in acceptances authorized by this ruling of
the Comptroller and the Board, on. the powars of member banks, may in
time involve the extension of rediscount facil i t ies by the Federal Re-
serve banks, as them© acceptances come within the maturity admissible
to rediscount and are otherwise made eligible; and I desire to be re-
corded as expressing for myself the opinion that tikis ruling should not
be construed as committing the Board at th is time to the adoption of any
policy with reference to the discount or purchase of Banters' accep-
tances by Federal reserve banks other than what has hitherto been laid
down in the Regulation (J), the Board having broad powers and respon-
s ib i l i t ies to impose "restrictions, limitations, laid regulations" upon
the rediscount of acceptances by reserve banks which have not been con-
ferred upon i t with respect to the making of acceptances by member banks.

Acceptances
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Acceptances - Board's policy with regard to*

(From meeting of September 3, 1915; Vol. IT, p. 709-10).

The proposed changes in Regulation J, on acceptances, were befo ~e the Board.
Mr. Warburg stated that tho amendnwcts threw open the door to drafts dram by-
foreign scvernraents or their representatives (generally considered undesirable
paper) by substituting the words "purchaser or se l le r or other person" for "com-
mercial, industr ial or agricul tural concern." The changes proposed by Governor
Strong would also make i t possible for the banker to have no connection whatever
with the purchaser of the goods or with the transaction involved. Mr. Warburg
also advanced other objections, and stated that the proposed changes would allow
a Federal reserve bank to buy any acceptance they pleased.

Governor Strong, being present, stated that the present regulation was
"unduly res t r i c t ive upon operations of the Federal reserve banks." He thought
there was nothing in the Act inconsistent with the undertaking of business with
foreign governments. If member banks have the right to accept ps£er of any
character, they would a l so have the right to rediscount such acceptances. "In
the same way governments ought to be allowed to draw, and to use the same kind
of commercial instruments that aro used by private ci t izens in conducting t rade.
Otherwise th*y would have to do "business on a basis different from that -which had
already been developed in the course of private business experience."

-

Mr. Harding thcugit i t necessary to arrange some form of credit to sustain
export t rade. Foreign governments were ass is t ing private concerns in the i r own
countries; they were helping to finance given industr ies . This « i i really the
sane as the governments' giving i t s endorsement to i t s own importers. Changed
conditions since tfi* passage of the Act made i t necessary to adapt the rules
to Hie changed cona t ions .

Mr. Strong in closing assured the Board that the acceptance power weald not
be abused.

The proposed chan t s M r . passed after some of them had teen further amended.
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Acceptances.

(Prom meeting of October 23, 1916; Vol. I l l , part 2, p. 1083).

HThe special order for the morning -was taken up, and the question of a
pending acceptance credit in favor of certain industrial concerns in Prance
was discussed. Mr. Harding laid before the Board a comrrunication from Fed-
eral Reserve Agent Jay with respect to the conditions under which the credit
is to be offered, and also a le t ter from Vice President Kent of the BankerB
Trust Company, and a ccpy of the circular which ie being distributed to },ros-
pective investors. He expressed the opinion that there was danger that the
reserve banks might become too heavily burdened with this type of security,
v.hich was in effect not acceptances in the proper sense of the term, but
something closely analogous t.o the obligations of a foreign government, run-
ning at least eighteen months. He proposed that a conservative press state-
ment be issued "by way of caution to Federal Reserve banks, and in this con-
nection laid before the Board a telegram from the Secretary of the Treasury
McAdoo who had been consulted by wire on the subject.

»» Mr. Williams, who was obliged to leave the meeting, stated that he was
in favor of the issuance of such a statement as the Governor had proposed,
and requested to be recorded as voting in i ts support.

oh e ck eh c

not

Hl!r. Warburg concurred in these views, expressing the opinion that the
so-called acceptances failed to give oontrol over gold which would otherwise
be obtained through the purch: 9e of foreign bi l ls because of *he fixing of
the rate of renewal en the acceptances in advance of the date of such renewal.

"Mr. Delano, while agreeing in the main with the views exr ressed by
other nern'bers, thought that the time had not come for any public statement
on the subject.

"After further discussion i t wae voted to **efer the matter to the Execu-
tive Committee with instructions to ce rrr-un i late with Federal reserve agents as
to xtestkax the Board's policy and make such additional statement as might be
deemed, best."
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Administration of the Federal Reserve Act by the Board.

(From meeting of February 5f 191r>; Vol. I l l , part 1, p . 159).

A discussion ap to whether certain matter should "be Included in the f i r s t
part of the Annual Report was under vmy.

Adinistration
and Policies --
F. R. Board

I

Thereafter Mr. Harding offered a resolution as a substitute for all preceding
recommendat ions for changes in the report, and after discussion the resolution was
adopted.
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Agricultural Paper -
Trade Acceptances drawi by Producers against Cooperative Assn's.

(From meeting of October 12, 1920; Vol. VII, part 2, p. 836.)

w¥r. Hamiin submitted with favorable recommendation, amended draft of
le t te r by General Counsel to Mr. Aaron Sapirc of Cincinnati, Ohio, wit> re-
ference to the eligibil i ty for rediscount or purchase by Federal reserve
b£V,cs of trac?o acceptances drawn upcn cooperative marketing asscej&tions by
growers TBho are members, such drifts to be accepted by the associations and
secured by agricultural products.

(See attached report of Mr. Mile*-, dated Octob-" 11, 1920.)

Agricultural
Paper
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Form No. 131.
g~\ff g~* 1 FEDERAL RESERVE

Urrice Correspondence Date_
Oetober U , 1920

^ ° Federal Beserve Board ° ]^ ***** Acceptances draw by Pro-
From.

A. 0 . Miller duoers against Cooperative

She dr- f t o f the l e t t e r prepared by Counsel in raply to l e t t e r of Mr*

Aaron 9a?»iro with respect to seeeptaaees drawn ey producers against cooperative

marketing assoc ia t ions , involving non-perishable faxw staple prodncta, in H?

judgment goes too f^r in taking the Tie* that such drafts are properly to be

regarded a* trade acceptances witaiin too Meaning of the Board*• regulations*

Looking a t the feots nd the ecsontial aature of the transaction giving

r i se to these dr f t s , i t oan ;ot, I bdl iaro t bo properly contended tMt these

drafts srs drawn agt inst actual snles—that an aettial end bona fido sa le under-

l i e s the draft and that the dr f t i s properly to bo regarded :s a legitimate

mode of "real is ing" the proceeds o f a sa le in advance of the asturity of the

drsft* Sho nenborship of the cooperative associat ion i s made ttp of the sane

parsons who are the producers and s e l l e r s of these staple farm products. The

assoc iat ion i s , in fac t , the agency Of the producers; S form of Karteting or-

ganisat ion. She associat ion vsdertalces the marketing or sa le of the staples

la behalf o f the producer. I t s e l l s for the producer. Tho producer docs not

in any real soase s e l l to i t* Sis) associat ion does not touy outright the stcplos

fftiieh i t handles and against which th& prodnoers draw. Ths s a l e , i f sa l e at

11» i s one of : cconodation. I t s real character i s d isc losed in Counsel's

l e t t e r , when i t Is statodi rtfhe nrioo at which the ooasodlty i s sold by the

producer to the associat ion i s not fixed at the t in* Of that sa l e bat i s

determined by th price at which the assoc iat ion e f f ec t s a re -sa le of the

ent ire pool*1* Shis appears to ma to be t ntamount to an admission that the

transaction in question involves at best only a constructive s l e and not an

actua l s a l e . Share «an be no So le , in the "negotiable i n s t w w a t s " sense ,
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Form No. 181. *

/~\rtm 1 g~* I FEDERAL RESERVE

Urrice Correspondence
s^
m ° J. Z. Board Subject:.

F r ° m - A, 0 . K i l l e r

D a t e October 11

-Misc-37

where there i s not a f ixed and definite price, certainly no such sale as is

oontempl ted In the Board's trade acceptance regulations. These trade ac-

ceptances are drawn, rather, to provide dvanees age last goods which are to

to marketed through, the cooperative organisation whiah accepts, rather than

to fin noe sales to the organisation, the advances talcing the fona of asjeept-

noes to mas» thea eligible for disoonnt, and in order to get the benefit of

trade eceptanoe rates, ad are tensed upon the assumption that the staples

against v.hich the drafts aro drawn will, when the goods are setnally sold or

sanceted, sell at a priee sufficient to liquidate the draft*

All of these circs;stances appear to no to aakis these drafts higfely con-

ditional in character and, in existing circxuBstanoes, highly speottl: tire,

dependent &s they are upon the morerwnt of prices of the ttsples in question

and the methods by which the cooperatiTe organizations determine the amounts

for which they will accept against iho staples involved, 3?hey are not, there-

tow, to be r (rrded as Inherently self-liquidating acceptances, and therefore

ought not to be dealt In by Fe&er 1 reserve banks, and, in ay opinion, ought

not to be valid,ted as bon® fids trade accept neea.

X believe that the tiae has come when the Board ought to exercise

scrupulous ore in interpreting its regulations in respect to both bankers9

asoent&nocs nd trade aeeept&nees in order to protect both of these forms

•f paper against further abuse &nd degeneration. With tl£rt credit conditions

and sbfrtage of working •a-oitel, it is lively that repeated at tes ts will be

mads to secure such a construction sf the Board's regulations, and such de-

vices in rigging mp accept unco p per to Kike it "eligible", will be

as will involve serious difficulty, nd ultimately possible disaster.Digitized for FRASER 
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Agricultural Paper.

(From meeting of October 6f 1921; Vol. Yi l i , part 2 , p . 671.)

"Governor Harding stated that the next thing in order would be the
m t t e r of an opinion by the Federal Reeerve Board deciding the cuestlon
as to whether the p£$> er of Fruit Growers Cooperative Associations rhould
he clashed ae commercial paper or as agricultural paper.

"Upon motion, i t was voted that such paper ehrald be classed as
comirercial paper.
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Agricultural Paper,

(Prom nceting of December 12, 1922; Vol. IX, part 2, p . 581,)

i l l e r iroved the adoption of the foil • amendment to the
-is of the Federal Reserve Board Mr.

stated that while he felt strongly that thf Bed arjendroen* I
adopted 7,-ithout -undue delay, he would not s ? action If
Board desired to canvass the opinion of ttie Federal reserve be. . Tie
propose! amendment was ther and un pted ai «rft

(The proposed amendment follows).

"AFter the adoption of the above amendment to the Regulations,

to "toe action taken at the >f Octc' 1921, •
t Growers Cor be

-

(Proa rreeti^c c* December 1?, 19?2; Vol. IX, part 2, p. 585.)

"The following resolution presented by was unanimously a<*-
ovted, subject to possible revision as to wording and checking "by General
Counsel,

":. hat no*es of cooper ' :ig ass^ or
funo s to be

tions as a st- orderly f such
products are hereby declared to Le for rediscount ,-xs agri-

is not exceedinr sir months, provided-
used by su ch

purposes,**
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Branches.

(From meeting of June 2? t 1918; Vol. V, part 1, p . 1153.)

"Governor Harding stated, in view of the aljaost immediate departure
of Mr* Mil ler , that the banks of L i t t l e Rock:, Arkansas, had aslced for the
establishment of a branch a t that point. Mr. Miller expressed himself
informally as Ifefcpgad to further branches of this kind*1*

Branches
of
F. R. Banks
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FEderal Heserve Branches.

(From mreting September 4, 1918; Vol. V, part 2, p . 1307}.

"The application of the Federal Reserve Bank of St . Louis for the
establishment of a branch at Li t t le Roc>, Arkansas, was presented.

•

•

The motion was l o s t . It was moved to approve the application upon the
understanding that the branch would have by-laws similar to those of the
branches heretofore established i t Memphis and Louisville, and upon con-
dition that Li t t le Rock would be raade a reserve city upon the establish-
ment of said branch . Voted to approve "
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Orancbrs
•Buildin .

(Prom meeting of Ju 13; Vol. VI, par t 1, .

; ter dctod Juno 9 th •
: -nolo^i o••' the Board

of ,
Kon' . branc

;t to t rovj 1 o •

••Approved (Mr* 1 .)
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ranches.

19; Vol. VI» •

"T • in roeej

'lisiunont 11 o
or

no i s of
1 Reco •
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Branches•

(From meeting of August 21, 1919; Vol. VI, part 2 , p . 646).

"Letter dated August 12th frorr the Chairman of the Federal Reserve
Bank of Atlanta, transmitting resolution of the Board of directors of that
"bank reouesting that the Board approve the establishment at Nashville, Tenn-
eesee, o? a branch of the Federal Reserve Bank of Atlanta.

"Approved, ' upon the understandjng that the
Board may decide to revoke th is designation and consider a redistribution
and reduction of the branches in the Atlanta Distr ic t i f the establishment
of th i s par t icular branch does not justify i t se l f in the outcome."
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Brancfte s.

(From the meeting of October 31, 1919; Vol. VI, part 2, p. 776).

"Resolution of Mr. Strauss presented at the meeting of October 29th
with reference to the petitions of Oklahona City and Tulsa, Oklahoma,
and Wichita, Kansas, for the establishment of a "branch of the Federal
Reserve Bank of Kansas City, in the southern territory of the Tenth Dis-
t r i c t .

"Voted, that upon consideration of the petitions c* the cities of
Oklahoma City and Tulsa, Oklahoma, and of Wichita, Kansas, th9 Federal
Reserve Bank of Kansas City "be directed to establish a "branch wi+h
limited rediscor^.t powers and proper collection facilit ies in one of
these three ci t ies .

(Then followed a resolution giving the opinion of the Board as to why
a branch should "be established, also tfiy Wichita would be undesirable, and
requesting the F. R. Bank of Kansas City to transmit information to the
Beard with regard to Oklahorra City and T )
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Branches.

(Prom meeting of March 24, 1922; yol. IX, part 1, p. 160.)

"The Governor stated that the special order business on the
docket referred to the natter of branch ban* buildings at Oklahoma
City, Oklahoma, and Little Rocl-c, Arkansas.• • • • •

"Mr. Miller moved that the matter of the branch bank buildings
at Oklahoma City and Little Hock be laid on the table.

"Mr. Mil lers motion, being put by tiie chair, was lost. Mr.
Hamlin's motion, being put by the chair, TOS carried.1*

(Mr. Hamlin*s motion was that the P. H. banks of Kansas City
and St. Louis be advised that the Board interposes no objection to
proceeding to securing of bids for branch bank buildings, with a
view to notifying the Board as to the nature of the bids, this advice
to be given after receipt of the expected let ter from Mr. McPadden
with reference to the status of the Harris amendment.)
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Branches.

(Prom meeting of March 15, 1923; Vol. X, part 1, p . 161.)

"Mr. Mitchell reported for the Special Committee designated at the
meeting of yesterday to make re co Emendation to the Board a s to wiethar
or not the L i t t l e Rock Branch should be continued.

"Mr. Millerstated his opinion that the Board should review the
"branch banks vtiich have hitherto been establ ished with a view to de-
termining, in the l igh t of past experience, whether a l l of these branches
are necessary*

(From meeting of March 16, 1923; Vol. X, part 1, p . 164.)

Mr. Wyatt stated that informally he was of the Opinion that the Board
has no power to compel the disestablistment of any branch of the Federal
reserve banks* • • • • •

"llr. Hamlin then moved tha t the Board interpose no objection to the
acceptance "by the Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis of bids for the con-
struction of the L i t t l e Rock branch building as set forth in the l e t t e r of
February 21st from the Chairman of the Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis.

"lfr» Hamlin*s motion being put by the chair was lo s t , Mr. Hamlin and
Mr. Plat t voting 'aye*; Mr. Crissinger, Mr. Campbell and Mr. Miller voting
•no ' .

(Messrs. Miller and Campbell were then made a special committee to
prepare a general resolution outlining Board's present policy with regard to
building operations. This resolution was passed March 19.)
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Buildings!

I of January --» 1017; Vol. rv, pa r t 1, p . 59.

nThQ Con ittee on Operation in charge of t iita District
presented a report favor ir. Lon to the to
proceed ith b e cons true t i i btiilding, s t >j led

i t s of cost* Tlie r epor t waa dLisoassed* On motion, i ?ed
to approve the r eoor t in ^enorj.1 and to auuho.* i:--,o the construction of
tiie bu i ldi •« . re.

Buildings
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Bui ldr :

19, 1919; Vol. VI, • " ) .

could

-
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July 1G, m 7 ; Vol. IV • 57.

"The U' etj

on motion, the Tollc
to represent the Do.

Mr. . . " " ' In, BTsfcrai
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•

•

•

Directors
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Directors.

(From meeting of December 21st, 1920; Vol. VII, part 2, . 94.)

"Letter dated Decerrfcer 17th, from the Secretary of the Federal Re-
serve Banlc of New York, submitting anendrr.ent to Section 1 of Article II
of the "bv-laws of the Buffalo brsncb, providing for two additional
di rec tors .

"Aprroved,
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Federal Reserve Bulletin.

(From meeting of April 12, 1916; Vol. I l l , part 1, p . 451).

"Mr. Delano presented a l e t t e r from R. G* Dun & Company, stat5:n£ the i r
willingness to furnish for publication in the Federal Reserve Bulletin
monthly, s t a t i s t i c s of fai lures class if led by Federal reserve d i s t r i c t s
and after discussion i t was voted to print these s t a t i s t i c s .

-
o

m

F.
Bui

R.
el in

F. R.
Bulletin
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Federal Reserve Bullet in.

(Prom meeting of April 21 , 1916; Vol. I l l , part l f p . 480.

"Consideration was given to the des i rab i l i ty of publishing in the Fed-
era l Beserve Bulletin a statement given to the press by the Comptroller of
the Currency on April 17. After discussion, which was general, it was voted
not to pr int the statement. On this motion Mr. Hamlin voted in the affirma-
t i v e , Mr. Harding, , and Mr. Delano in the negative, Mr. Williams
not voting,

"After a motion had been made by Mr. Hamlin that a note "be printed in
the Bulletin stating that the Federal Reserve Board does not necessarily
endorse opinions or conclusions contained in matter published therein, the
same being published merely as matters of public in teres t , th i s matter was
referred to Mr. Delano and Mr. Harding as" a committee to prepare and submit
a suitable note for further consideration by the Board.

:
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Federal Reserve Bulletin.

the meeting of March 30, 1920; Vol. VII, part 1, p. 321.)

"Mr. Williams having given notice at the meeting of the Board on
yesterday that he intended to move that there be published in the Fed-
eral Reserve Bulletin the resolutions adopted by the Board upon the re-
signations of Messrs. Carter Glass and Albert Strauss, after discureion,
llr, Williams adv5 sed that in the light of the views expressed, he would not
make a motion to Dullish the resolutions.

"Motion carried*
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(Era , 1919; Vol. •t 1 , p. 472).
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LCK j . 1 3 .

the meotin of JLpril 18, 1917 < I Uon of
the Pede Council; Vol. IV, part 1,

. 41V).

7 as to >r to finance till ;es
• :t year of v by taxation or "by a "bond isrv. , .:d if bjr

the l a t t e r method, ae sliould be offered.
-

ilt
of Loan was of far id.

:

Misc.
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Rediscounts

(Prom meeting of June 9, 1917; Vol. IV, part 1, p. 59f f f.J.

"Mr. Warburg presented to the Board the question of permitting a member bank
which had discounted the note of a non-merr.ber bank supported by an affidavit that
the proceeds were to be used for the purchase of U. S. bonds under the Board's
ruling of May 22, - from June 15 to Jply 15, to rediscount such notes at Federal
reserve banks. In this connection he presented the draft of a let ter addressed to
Federal reserve banks on this subject, as follows:

"'Dear Sir: Enquiries have been made of the Board from several' cu'.rters con-
cerning the Board's circular of May ?2. In this circular the Board has authorized
member banks to rediscount for nonmember banks, including savings banks from June
15 to July 15, whenever the proceeds have been or are to be used to meet demanor
caused by subscriptions to the Liberty Loan. The ouestion "has been raised whether
this authorization would permit member banVs to rediscount with their endorsement
with Federal reserve banks a direct obligation of a nonmerber bank when supported
by collateral of Liberty Loan bonds, provided the nonmember bank states in an affi-
davit that the proceeds of the note have been used for the purpose of paying for or
carrying Liberty Loan Bonds.

" 'The Board has carefully considered this matter and reached the conclusion
that, in view o^ the importance of making this loan a success, and furthermore, in
view of the fact t>at the amendments covering the admission of State banl-s are s t i l l
unuer the consideration of 2cn^:\Ls at this time, the Board should not, al l things
considered, withhold this authority vhich it is advised by Counsel i t pay grant, i t
being strictly understood that this authority as stated before is -iven to "be in
force only between June 13 and July 15, 1917, and the Board is desirous that i t

ould be understood that th9 whole ouestion will be reviewed after that date and a
new decision then given to cover similar cases in the future.

Very truly yours
Vice Governor. m

"Di3cussion enmed, and a vote being taken, those in favor of the transmission
of +he let ter as read were Messrs. Warburg, Delano and Williams. M

v e.
;ect sr

let ter In his | his opinion
on a

letter
for un 'inance - a»d th< on not to be

Loan v

on of the '' 5x-
t oblj the

The reff oil owed a presentation by Mr. Warburg of his viev/s on Mr. Miller's state-
ment. Mr. Warburg did not believe that tfte law was being strained. He also stated
that $700,000,000 out of the total $2,000,000,000 s t i l l remained to be raised, with-
in the next five days, and that therefore a serious situation ha* been reached. He
believed that the proposed le t ter would have a beneficial psychological effect, show-
ing the banks that they had the full sympathy and support of the F. R. banks. The
Board was making it clear that the present privileges were for thirty days only.
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Gold

(Prom meeting November 18f 1918; Vol. V, part 2, p . 1444.)

"Governor Harding repcrted that at a rreeting of the Gold Export
Committee held on November 14tht the follrving minute -vas entered*

" *Mr. Kil ler suggested tha t , in view of the cessation
of h o s t i l i t i e s and

t a t t

add stated that the Committee had voted to refer the motion to the
Board,

"Voted that
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Federal Reserve Bank magazines.

(From nreeting of March 23, 192C; Vol. VII , par t l t p , 291.)

"Le t t e r dated I&rch 20th from the Secre ta ry , Federal Heeerve Bcn> of
Chicago, submitt ing request of t ha t bfink for approval of Mp^rc-oriation of
$800C f o r use in educational work "by the Federal Reserve Club of that "bank
for the year 1920.

"approved.

"1!
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Information concerning husinaet OODdStldis*

(From nesting of October 21, 192C; Vol. VII, part 2, p . 867.)

"Mr. Miller stated that he he Federa.

"Referred to the Executive CoTro'^tee wlti power."
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Outside activities of ?. R. bank officials.

(From meeting of 1'oventer ?4th, 1920; Vol. VTI, part 2, p. 955.)

'•Letter dated November 20th, from the Chairman of the Federal Re-
serve Bank of Dallas, requesting the Board's 1 cf "hi 8 .accenting
an invitation t '" ~- ?Tr at neyt sunder*s session of the Korthwestern Univ-
ersity School of Law.

"Upon mo*.:'en, Governor Haruing was requesteu to advise Judge Rarrsey
that the Board is disposed to put no obstacle in the way of his acoepting
the invitation referrol to, but that he should a+ el l times regard the
interests of the Federal Reserve Bank of Dallas as paramount, and make
no arrangements which are not subject to cancellation.
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By-laws of t h e Board - i n s p e c t i o n o^ n a r r a t e s .

(From nee ting* of October 1 1 , 1 9 2 1 ; V o l . V I I I , p a r t 2 , p . 67 P.)

he would , f Bsvo
th t

to the
minutes, exc

vot

(Proir, meeting of November £, 1921; Vol. VIII, part 2 , p . 711.)

"Pursuant to notice given a t the meeting of the Bo&rft on October 11,
1921, -noved 1 the Federal Reserve B

: cept on v

"Thereupon, "by unaninoufi vote, Article 13, Section 1, of by-lawe was
amartfeJ... . ." (As stated by Mr. Hi H e r above.)
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Federal Reserve Agents.

{From meeting of December 3, 1921; Vol.- VIII, part 2, p. 774.)

The matter of the designation of Federal Reserve Agents for the
coming year was taken tip. After some discussion as to the fitness of
present incumbent 3, e t c . , and after a motion by Mr. Platt r
a l l of the present incumbents, -

•

•

ice of Feder rd
"ed in i l l

the
table ore

ral overhauling
-ove the sitv

able b a
t ie vote.

"Mr. Platt fB original motion being put by the Chair was carried.
. Crissenger voted no.

p osted
assistanc e General ral Re-
serve ' eserve power * to

B in any Federal Reserve banlc,
of the Federal Reserve

"Carried, i t being understood that tfaAfl affirmative action does not
bind the members to approve the proposed amendment uhen drawn and sub-
mitted.

(From meeting of December 8, 1921; Vol. VIII, part 2, p . 791.)

"The Governor submitted to the Board a draft of a propose^ amend-
ment to the Federal Reserve Act, prepared by General Counsel in accordance
with tjhe action of the Board taken upon Mr. Miller's notion at the meeting
of December 3, 1921.

"No action. "
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Comptroller's ca l l s for statement of condition.

(From meeting of June 15, 1922; Vol. IX, part 1, p« 296.)

"Draft of l e t t e r dated June 12th, prepared for the signature of
the Governor, and addressed to Senator George P. McLean, Chairman of
the Senate Comr.ittee on Banking and Currency, and giving the views of
the Board with reference to H. R. 8996, providing that the Comptroller
of the Currency shall be required to make a minimum of three cal ls a
year for statements of condition of national banfcs, in l i eu of the min-
imum of five cal ls a year now required.

"Upon motion, approved, with some amendment. Mr. Miller voted •no1t,
expressing his view that frequent calls for statements of condition, if
not too frequent, serve a good purpose, and s ta t ing that in his opinion
a minimum of four ca l l s should be required."
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Report of Mr. Miller on his San Frances or t r i p .

(From meeting of November 28, 192T; Vol. IX, part 2, p . 547.)

i a verbal report to the Board with reference
erva B

ce e a * jld a mec to a

I
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Dividends - P. R. banks*

(From meeting of February 8, 1923; Vol. X, part 1, p. 87.)

"Mr. Mitchell road to the Board a personal letter vfeich he had ad-
dressed to the Chairman of the House Committee on Banking and Currency,
•with respect to that provision intthe LenFoot-Anderson t i l l which auth-
orizes Federal reserve banks under certain conditions to pay to their
stockholders, a dividend in excess of the 6% now pennitted by the Fed-
eral Reserve Act.

"Thereupon, the Board proceeded under the action taken yesterday to
reconsider the Board's le t ter of December 211 1922, which was sent to the
Chairman of the Senate Committee on Banking and Currency, approving in
principle the so-called Lenroot-Anderson and the Capper bi l ls , in so far
as Hie said approval in principle related to the feature which under
certain conditions, vould permit Federal reserve banks to pay dividends
to stockholders in txcess of the 6% now provided for in the Federal Re-
serve Act*

"After full discussion* Mr. Hiller moved that the Board reverse it?.
approval in principle of the provision in the two bil ls referred to as set
forth in the Board's letter ofDecember 21, 1922, Mr. Millar's motion was
lost; Mr. Mitchell and Mr. Miller voting 'aye', Mr. ^lat t , Mr. Hamlin and
Mr. Crissenger voting fno*.

"Mr. Hamlin then moved that the Vice Governor be requested to draft
a le t te r to the Chairman of the House Committee on Banking and Currency,
advising that the Board desires to withdraw, for further consideration,
i ts approval in principle of the extra dividend provision spearing in
the let ter of December 21, 1922, transmitted to the Chairman of the Senate
Committee on Banking and Currency, with the further advice that upon this
subject the opinion of t2ie members of the Federal Reserve Board is divided.

"Carried."
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Open Market Operations.

(From the meeting of January 8f 1923; Vol. X, part 1, p . 15.)

r . Miller stated that he regarded it important that the Board
should go thorouf'ily into the matter of open raariost piar abases by the
several Federal reserve banks, and suggested that a wee* from today
the matter be taken up and. discussed by the Board. Mr. Miller also
gested that the Federal reserve banks be requested to furnish the Board
with information as to the basis upon vshioh they determined their in-
vestments in open market purchases, and information as to the i r polioy
for open market operations for the year 1923."

Open
Market
Operations
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Open Market Operations.

(From meeting of March 8, 19^3; Vol. X, part 1, p. 147.)

"Mr. Miller stated his opinion that the Board should definitely for-
mulate a policy with respect to the open market purchases of Government
securities by Federal reserve barks and stated his belief that such in-
vestments should be made primarily "with regard to the general credit
situation.

"Mr. Hamlin moved that Mr* Miller be requested to prepare memorandum
covering the open market purchase of United States securities by the Fed-
eral reserve banks*. • • • • • • • • • • • "

"Carried."
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Rediscount rates between Federal reserve banks.

(From meetings of March 9 and 10, 1915; Vol. I I , p. 200 ff.)

"By previous agreeaaent the meetixg was primarily devoted to a dis-
oussion of the question of rates of rediscount between Federal reserve
banks. •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • .

"The chief point in the discussion was whether a fixed rate of 4$ should
be established, valid between all Federal reserve banks, or whether there
should be allowed a spread of rates between 2 and 4$f the actual rate to be
charged being left to negotiations between the several institutions. Mr.
Miller moved that the rate be fixed at a point not to exceed the rate es-
tablished by each Federal reserve bank for i t s own district. A recorded
vote being taken, therevoted in the affirmative Messrs. McAdoo, Miller, and
Williams, and in the negative Messrs. Harding, Warburg, and Delano. The vote
was declared a t ie .

"Mr. Harding moved to fix the rate of rediscount at 4$ flat as between
Federal reserve banks. A recorded vote being taken there voted in tiae
affirmative Messrs. Delano, Harding and Warburg, and in the negative Messrs.
KcAdoo and Williams. The chairman having asked Mr. Miller his position was
informed that he was inclined to vote in the affirmative. •

(Meeting March 10).

"Mr. Miller thereupon offered the following motion:
"'Section I I , par. b, authorizes and empowers the Federal Reserve Board:

To permit, or, on the affirmative vote of at least five members of
the Reserve Board, to require Federal reserve banks to rediscount
the discounted psper of other reserve banks at rates of interest to
be fixed by the Federal Reserve Board.

In accordance v/ith the authority hereby granted, the Federal Reserve
Board will permit any Federal reserve bank to rediscount the dis-
counted paper of any other Federal reserve bank at the same rates of
interest for the same classes of paper at viiioh it discounts for its
own member banks. Federal reserve banks desiring to engage in redis-
count transactions with other Federal reserve banks shall inform the
Feaeral Reserve Board, which vrill serve as a medium of communication
among Federal reserve banks for this purpose.f

"Discussion of the motion ensued
"Er. Warburg offered as an anBndment in the nature of a substitute, the

same to take the place of the pending resolution of Mr. Miller, the following:
• * The Federal Reserve Board will today fix a rate of rediscount for
the present between Federal reserve banks of 3$$, for paper up to 30
days and 4$ for paper of maturities over 30 days and up to 90 days.
All applications for rediscounts are to be filed with the Board, the
Board reserving the right to apportion the applications for redis-
count among other Federal reserve banks•"

"On being put to a vote the substitute for Mr. Miller's motion was unan-
imously carried. The Secretary was instructed to send out the decision of
the Board as a tel gram to al l F. R. agents. "

Discount
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Rates of Discount

(From the meeting of May 10, 1917; Vol. IV, part 1, p. 482.)

WA communication from the Federal Reserve Bank of Cleveland proposing
a rate of 3$ on 15 day paper of member banks secured by Government cer t i f i -
cates and bonds, was read. Discussion ensued,
ize

a n feet f-

"In connection with Mr. Miller's motion, Governor Harding stated that he
had this morning had a conversation with the Secretary of the Treasury vho had
proposed to him a plan for reconstructing the amendment to the Federal Reserve
Act relating to not 3 issue now pending in Congress. The Secretary had said
that he thought an eventual issue of #10,000,000,000 in all of Government bonds
must be reckoned upon. With this in prospect, war financing would become the
chief banking business of the country, and commercial paper would tend to be-
come short in supply. Hence it was desirable to al ter the pending amendment so
as to permit the use of Government obligations to protect Federal reserve notes
instead of commercial paper. The Secretary intended, therefore, to ask the con-
ference committee to alter the amendment in such a way as to permit the protect-
ion behind the notes to consist of 40$ of gold, 70/£ of commercial paper, and 50$
of Government securities. He intended further to suggest that a discriminating
tax of lfo per annum be imposed upon the amount of notes protected by these OCX
ined classes of securities, it being understood that the not^s issued on the
gold and commercial paper basis, now in effect, 'would be favored to that extent.
The purpose of the whole plan was to avoid a danger of currency txx&wraxBj
stringency.

"In d-iscuesion of the plan thue suggested by the Secretary of the mreaf;-y
and brought to the attention of the Board at M s reouest through GoveTio"
HaWing, it was the consensus of opinion that the Board could not favor the
proposed alteration, tne Governor to notify the Secretary to that effect.

"Consideration of Mr. Miller's motion recurring, he offered a modification
or substitute therefore, and accordingly i t was, on motion, voted that the Sec-
retary of the Board reply to the application of the Federal reserve bank of
Cleve'l&nd stating that the Board aî proved a Zi rate on 15 day member bank notes.

•

the Cle
This understanding was agreed t o .
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Rates of Discount

(A'rom the neeting of May 19, 1917; Vol. IV, part 1, p . 533).

A general discussion was under way as to the Boe-rd's policy on fie
question of rates, occasioned "by the request of the Federal Reserve Bank of
Chicago for a Z% rate on member banks fifteen day promissory notes secured by
Government bonds, end on customers* notes secured by Government bonds maturing
within nine+7 days.

"The Secretary of the Board mis directed to telegraph the Federal Reserve
Bank of Chicago approving the rate of 3% on member bank 15 day promissory notes,
but inform * ng it tha t , for various reasons, the Board deemed 5* desirable to
suspend action on the question of customers* paper* also to telegraph Federal
Reserve Agent Perrin stating what had been done upon the application of otho ••
banks with reference to 15-day notes, and the intention to defer action for
the present on the longer term paper of cus tomors.... ••

•t 141 r
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Kates of Discount

(From meeting of May 22, 1917; Vol. IV, part 1, p. 543 ff.)

"The question of a 9C day rate on member bank customers* notes secured "by
Liberty bonds was than presented to the Board, and telegrams from the Federal res-
erve bank of Dallas and San Francisco, and a let ter from the Federal Reserve Bank
of New York, were read.

"Thereupon Mr. Warburg presented to the Board a draft of a general let ter ad-
dressed to all Federal reserve banka, and expressing the Board's policy on the
whole question. The let ter was discussed and minor modifications introd"/\ced into
i t .

"Mr. Harlin then moved to send out the let ter in substance as representing the
sentiment of the Board on the whole Question of special rates of rediscount.

third
I reference to a sp r pre-

ote th •
"Mr. Hamlin'B original motion then recurring, was declared carried, Mr, Miller

"?he question of the actual establishment of rates at Federal reserve banks
was then taken up, and it was on motion voted to establish a rate of 3g^ on cus-
tomer's paper secured by Treasury certificates or bonds, such paper having a
maturity of not over 90 days.

"On motion, it was voted to telegraph to all Federal reserve banfci that this
general rate had been established for their use if desired, and that a let ter out-
lining the Board»s general policy would be transmitted today."
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Rates of Discount.

(Prom meeting of December 23, 1918; Vol. V, part 2, p . 1546.)

'•Application of Federal Reservo Bank of San Francisco for reduction
of rate on 15 day paper, including member "bank collateral notes secured
by United States certificates of indebtedness or Liberty Loan "bonds,
from 4%& to 4$.

• ton of

"The motion was lost, and it was ve^ed that the Federal Reserve Bank
of San Francisco be notified that it i s the purpose of the Board at an
early date to consider the readjustment of interest rates thro ugh on t the
Federal Reserve System, but that if the Bank tow"' t><* change advisable
at this time the Board will approve +\e reduction reouested, the Bank to
be on notice that it may be the purpose of the Board to restore the rate
to i t s present figure."

Later in the meeting the matter of r.pprovfng the application of the
Federal Reserve Bank of Richmond for a decrease in the rates on various
classes of paper came up.

"Voted to approve as recommended, except that with respect to item
5, rate on 15 day ps.per, including member bank collateral notes, the
bank be given advico similar to that to the Federcl Reserve Bank of San
Francisco above.

.
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Bates of Discount.

(From meeting of November 5, 1919; Vol. VI, part 2, p . 795.)

"Telegram dated November 4th froia the Federal Reserve Bank of San
Francisco, submitting for approval the following discount r. tes :

Maturities, 1-15 days, 4§- $, except War Finance paper 5J" %•
n 16-90 " 4f %, " " " " 5-?- fo.
" 91 days to st? months, 5§- %•

and advising that i t s Board of Directors does not favor a differential in
favor of paper secured by Government obligations.

"Mr. Hairlin moved t V t the Federal Reserve Bark of San Francisco "be
requested to j-uvise the Board why i t rea^rirended a reduction in i t s 90 day
rate from 5 % to 4:

?

"l!oti on carried.

nVr. Strauss moved that the Board express to the ban? strong feeling
that the ratec for "borrowing on Govsmrent securities should "be uniform
throughout a l l d i s t r ic t s at the present time.

nMot 5 r r. car r i ed.

"?*>. Ramlin voted. MNo" on the understanding t>(£t his vote was no+ ccr-
trary to any underrt-rding : r agreement nvide by the Eoard or any of i t s
members with the Treasury Department.

"The Governor stated that Mr. Glass desired to be recorded in favor of
the motion.

. I I I In view c*1* the T-rte abcre he
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Rates of Discount.

(Prom meeting of November 26, 1919; Vol. VI, part 2, p. 870-1.)

"The Governor stated that Secretary Glass desn red very much to "be
present at the meeting to express his views on the action of the Federal
Reserve Banks of Boston and New York in recommending increases in their
rates of discount on paper secured "by Government obligations, but that
he had requested Assistant Secretary Leffingwell to attend the meeting for
thi s purpose.

**Fr. Lpffingwell thereupon presented to the meeting the views of the
Treasury Department in opposition to the proposed rate increases.

"On notion duly seconded, i t was voted that the Federal Reserve Board
after due considerp-Mon of a l l the factors of the Bitiiat ion, oh" saprr'ove the
rates established by the Federal Reserve Bank of New York.

•

ence t o the T.
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Rates of Discount.

(Prom meeting of April 14, 1920; Vol. VII, part 1, p. 381.)

"Telegram dated April 12th from the Governor, Federal Reserve Bank
of Atlanta, requesting approval of discount rates on a l l certificates of
indebtedness of -f$ above rate borne by certif icate.

"Voted to make Mr. Miller's motion special order business at the
meeting of the Board to be held at 11 A. If., Thursday, April 15th.

{From meeting of April 17, 1920; Vol. VII, part 1, p . 394.)

"The following motion made by Mr. Miller at the meeting of the Board
on A^ril 14th was brought up:

(See motion" above .}

"After discussion, Mr. Williams moved as a substitute for Mr. Miller fs
motion, the* following:

"Moved that the Federal Reserve Board notify all Federal Resenre Banks
that pending further action, the Board is willing to approve a rate of 5n- €
on paper of a l l maturities secured by United States certificates of indebt-
edness bearing interest at the rate of 5^ </£, and desires the present rate of
5% to continue on paper of a l l maturities secured by United States certifi-
cates of indebtedness bearing a rate of interest lower than 5 p.

"l!r. Williams* motion was carried,

Then follows a plan of graduated discount rates, submitted by the Fed-
eral Reserve Bank of Kansas City. Among other things, the plan provided
that the progressive rates should not apply to menber bank notes secured by
Treasury certificates of indebtedness. Liberty bonds or Victory notes
actually owied by borrowing meirber banks on April 1, 1920.

"Mr. Moehlenpah moved that the plan be approved as submitted by the
Federal Reserve Bank of Kansas City.

'The motion to amend was lost, and the motion prevailed.
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Bate8 of Discount.

(From meeting of June 9, I980i Vol. VII, i»rt 1, p. 533. ^

"After informal discussion of the action to "be taken by Federal re-
serve banks in connection with increasing discount rates on paper secured
by certificates of indebtedness in case the Treasury Department shr*ild issue
further certificates at higher rates than at present "borne.

' 8 -

I
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Bates of Discount - between P. R. banks.

(From meeting of September 6, 1920; Vol. VII, part 2, p . 755.)

Ml"r. Williams moved to amend by limiting the rediscount ratos on
paper secured by U. S. Government cer t i f ica tes of indebtedness, and
Liberty bonds and Victory notes to 5p> and 6'-£, respectively.

"The motion to amend was los t , and the original motion prevailed."
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Rates of Discount,

(From n^eting of March 8, 1921; Vol. VITT, part 1, p. 195.)

"Telegram and le t ter dated March 3d, from the Chairman of the
Federal reserve "bank of St. Louis, stating that the Board of Directors
of that "bank had voted against raising the rate upon loans secured by
Liberty bonds and Victory notes from 5fc£ to 6%,

. in the er of review and

"Ordered laid upon the table pending further communication on the
subject vrith the Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis.
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Eates of Discount.

(From meeting of April 12, 1921; Vol. VIII, p&rt 1, p . 295.)

"Governor Harming stated that the f i r s t order of business would be
consideration cf the recent action of the Board of Directors of the Feci-
eral Reserve Bank of Boston in reducing the ra te upon commercial paper
for a l l raturities from 7% to 6%, subject to the revif*w and determination
of the Federal Reserve Board. Governor Morss, upon invi ta t ion , explained
the reasons v.tiich moved the Board of Directors of h i s bank to take action
in the na t t e r .

"At t h i s point Governor Morss withdraw from the meeting.

"Mr. Hamlin moved that the Board aporove a rate of Bfo upon commercial
paper a t the Federal Heserve Bank of Boston.

p. P la t t moved an amendment that the Board approve a ra te of 6
s ta t ing h is bel ief that in reducing rates reduction should be made one half
of one per cent , at a time. M

r . r l a t t *s amendment being j o t by the Chair, was l o s t . Mr. Hani in *B
original motion was car r ied .

1 es

"Carried."
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of Discount - "between F . R. banks.

(From meeting of May 17th t 1921; Vol. V I H , par t I , p . 36P.)

MMr. Ha ml in moved tha t the interbank r*edi s count r a t e be changed to
from 75S, e f fec t ive Monday, May 16th.

"Car r ied , Mr. P l a t t vot ing 'no f " .
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Kates of Discoutt.

(From meeting of June 7, 1921; Vol. VIII, part 1, p . 42?.)

•

(Froir meeting of June 8, 1921; Vol. VII I , part 1, p . 423.)

"The Vice Governor stated that the special order "business docketed
for discussion at t"M s meeting was the resolution offered yesterday con-

templating a reduction at certain of the Federal reserve "banks of the dis-
count rate upon commercial paper from 6-?-̂  to 6$.

"After discussion, i t "ras agreed tc defer action upon this matter, at
least unt i l the views of the absent members of the Board can be ascertained,M
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Hates of Discount.

(Prom meeting of May 19, 1922; Vol. IX, part 1, p . 245.)

"Ivir, Miller moved that i t is the sense of the Board that the
discount ra te at tiie Federal Reserve 3aik of New York could with ad-
vantage be reduced to 4$, and that tiiis matter be placed upon the
docket as special order business for the next regular meeting of the
Board to be held on Tuesday, Hay 23d*

"Carried. " ,

(From meeting of May 23, 1922; Vol. IX, part 1, p . 255.)

"The Governor stated that the next thing in order was the special
order business docketed for today by action of the Board taken on May
19th, namely, the proposed resolution that i t is the sense of the Board
that the discount ra te at tiie Federal reserve bank of New York could,
with advantage, be reduced to 4$.

"After discussion, Mr. Miller moved that i t is the opinion of the
Board that the discount ra te of the Federal Reserve Bank of New York
can with advantage be reduced to 4$.

"Mr. Hamlin moved, as ana amendment to Mr. Mil ler ' s motion, that
the Federal Be serve Bank of Hew York be requested to submit to the
Board a survey of the ra te s i tuat ion in New York with a comprehensive
report of those reasons upon -siiich a decision may be reached with r e -
ference to the desi rabi l i ty of a change in discount ra te by the Federal
Reserve Bank of New York.

"Mr. Hamlinfs amendment being put by the chair was l o s t . Mr.
Mi l l e r ' s motion being put by the chair was carr ied. Mr. Hamlin voted
"no", s ta t ing that he was not willing to vote in favor of Mr. Mil ler ' s
motion without advice on the r a t e question from the Federal Reserve Bank
of New York."
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Rates of Discount.

(From meeting of Jane 2 , 1922; Vol. IX, part 1, p . 276.)

"The Governor sutmitted a telegram dated Jane 1st , from the Chair-
man of the Federal Reserve Bank of San Francisco, reading as follows:

f"As r e su l t of discussion a t todays meeting of Board of Directors
concerning reduction of our rad is count r a t e from 4^S to 4^ t I was asked
to obtain views of Board upon advisabi l i ty of making such reduction at
th i s time*'

"After full discussion, Mr. Platt moved that the following telegram be
transmitted to Mr. Perrinf°reply to the above $

"'Board l a s t week suggested to Hew York that ra te might be reduced to
advantage. New York directors think local conditions do not yet warrant
reduction there . Are your directors ready to sutmit recomnendationf•

"Approved: Governor Harding, Mr. P l a t t , Mr. Hamlin and Mr. Mitchell
voting faye"; Mr. Orissinger and Mr. Miller voting 'no 1 . "
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Bates of Discount,

(From raeoting of February 21, 1923; Vol. X., part 1, p . 114.)

"Telegram dated February 21st, fran the Chairman of the Federal
Reserve Bank a t Boston, advising that at a meeting of the Board of Dir
eotors, i t was voted that the rediscount ra te be 4-ĵ o for a l l classes
and maturi t ies , effective February 23, 1923, subject to tiie review and
determination of the Federal Reserve Board*

"Mr. Miller moved that this matter be laid on the table . Mr.
Mi l l e r ' s motion being pat by chair -was l o s t ; Mr. Miller and Mr. Cris-
singer voting »ayef; Mr. HLatt, Mr. Bamlin and Mr. Mitchell voting 'no . 1

"The Vice Governor then pat the question of approval of the action
of the Board of Directors of the Federal Reserve Bank of Boston in voting
that the rediscount r a t e be 4-J^ for a l l classes and maturities of paper,
effective February 23rd.

"Approved, Mr. Miller and Mr. Grissinger voting •no1 ."
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Reserve City, application of St. Louis to become.

(From meeting of Kay 25, 1922; Vol« IX, part 1, p. 263.)

"The Governor stated that the next tiling in order would be the
special order business docketed for today, namely, the application from
certain banks in St. Louis to have the city of St. Louis designated as a
reserve city, in lien of a central reserve city. Mr. Mitchell moved
that the application of tfce St. Louis banks be granted, effective as of
July 1, 1922, Mr. Miller moved as a substitute that a special committee
of the Board members be appointed to study, analyze and report upon the
whole subject of reclassifaction with respect to the reserves which mem-
ber banks in j?ederal reserve bank cities should be required to carry
against deposits*

"Mr. Miller's substitute motion being put by the chair was lost.
After discussion, Mr. Mitchell withdrew his motion and moved that the
matter of designating St. Louis a reserre city in lieu of a central re -
serve city, be ordered docketed as special order business for the meet-
ing of the Board to be held next V,'«dnesday, May 51st."

(From meeting of May 31st, 1922; Vol. IX, part 1, p. 271.)

"The Governor stated that the next fcing in order v.t)uld be the
special order business, namely, the matter of reclassifying the city of
St. Louis as a reserve city in lieu of a central reserve city, such busi-
ness having been docketed for today's meeting by action of the meeting
of May 25th. After full discussion, Mr. Mitchell moved that the city of
St. Louis be reclassified as a reserve city, effective July 1, 1922.

"Carried: Goveri»r Harding, Mr. Hamlin and Mr. Mitchell voting "aye":
Mr. Crissinger and Mr. Miller voting "no".

"Mr. Hamlin stated that Mr. Platt had requested that his vote on
tfais matter be regarded as in the affirmative."

Reserve
Cities
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Be serve City, application of Chattanooga to Hiecootinue as.

(From meeting of July 21, 1922: Vol.IX, part 2, p. 369.)

The "board considered the application requesting the Botrd to reclassify
Chattanooga, T^rn., ?nd discontinue th**t city as a reserve c?ty.

"After discussion, Mr. Hamlin moved as fellows:

"Resolved, that under the authority vested in it by the provisions of
Section 11 (e) of the Federal Reserve Act the Federal Resorve Board
hereby terminates the designation of the City of C?hattanooc&, Tenn-
esee, as a reserve city, effective August 1, 1922."

"Carried,
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Reserve City - request of Charleston to oeas© as.

(Prom meeting of February 20, 1923; Vol. X, part 1, p . 108.)

' •Let ter* . . . . . from the Chairman of the Federal Reserve Bank of Rich-
mond, transmitting with favorable recommendation, resolutions adopted
by the member baffics of the Federal reserve system in Charleston, South
Carolina, peti t ioning that the City of Charleston be removed from the
status of a reserve c i ty and from the l i s t of said c i t i e s .

"The Board considered the resolution.

"Upon motion, i t was RESOLVED that under the authority vested in
i t by the Provisions of Section 11 (E) of the Federal Reserve Act, the
Federal Reserve Board hereby terminates the designation of the City of
Charleston, South. Carolina, as a reserve c i ty , effective March 1, 1923*

"Upon the above resolution Messrs. P l a t t , Hanlin and Mitchell voted
"aye", and Messrs. Miller and Crissenger voted "no." "
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"its: - thod
" statii the June, 1917,

'aderal Reserve Act.

•oting June 21, 1917; V - rt 1, - 1-3).

- .

M0n notion, i t was voted that the Governor'of the Board telegraph a l l Fed-
r.s as soon as tiie bi l l amsnding the Fee jserve Act had "boon

a t , in connect in ' t ter rolutin;? to the bun of consol'-
dated statement, already sont out under date of June BO, it is the opinion

live to -.1 relative strength of thr.
that ' 3si"ble, endeavor to •ceeo gold reserves feehj Its and
not'- i.ned upon a sabstaqb ially equal basis , thir . *ely a

on the part of the Board,
i l le r was recordea In t i t ive.

"On motion of Mr. Hamlin, it was voted that ] •. ] 'Her be asked to spread
upon the record his objections to the resolution just adopted. Accord'
L'iller aibmitted a stat enient on the subject as follows*

" f I" .nation of his vote, Mr. Miller expressed the opinion that, in a
? inter ion of the sp i r i t of the Reserve Act as amended, the 3oard should

not do anything by way of advice or tion to the Federal Reserve Bar ich
would unnecessarily/ disturb the status which the ad been impounded with the
Federal Res err • eral reserve notes had -3d. This
impounded gold, he said, had something of the nature of a trust fund. I t had been
placed there in exch or the Federal Reserve not to those notes a

•otection.
Act as amended, ] - H e r said, i t v.as, o .' course,

:old could be counted as a part of the gold reserve required
federal re:; i outst actual circujati< .

ction the con of such gold as a part of the
-res of the Federal Reserve Banks. I t may count only

:ainst notes, not against the banks'general l i a b i l i t i e s . Ife i s , no
doubt, possible for the banks, by availing themselves 0 ht .conferred by
the Act, to "draw down1* sjQl&;with the federal Reserve Agents \>y depositing with
them other eligible sec - ithout raising- any question as to whether or not
notes secured by Gk>v of commercial .en used as a
basis for the issue of 1 reserve notes to Reserve Banks, are in keeping
with the sp i r i t of the note issue theory of the Act, '.Her was definitely
of the opinion that the substitution of any • if el3 ;Ible collateral for the
purpose of drawing down gold in order to add i t to th of the Re-
serve Banks for ' Improving the Reserve B. f

and giving i t " oearance of stre: as not
cent amendweBts. If i t he intent of 1 3
change for Federal' rest?./ - should, when in excess
actual circulation, be trc 3 a part of t
law would have specified i t instead of res t r ic t ing the reserve availa
this sold to use as reserve agaifist outstanding notes.

" TUnder the terms
true t hat th is 5
to
The - Lo

old assets or

lent of condition
-it of the re-

L acquired in e::-
of the notes in

• the Ban.:, the

"The proposition, t Ible collateral for x3ld,
thus transferring fr Id reserves behind the Fed* • -ve note to the
gold reserve held by th< pal Reserv , i s , in effect, doing indirectly
Yhat the law do«s not allow to be done directl.y. Iller stated that while

R e s e r v e s :
Gold

Res. Ratio
Res. Requirements
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"the gold impounded with the Federal Reserve fronts oould be availed of in this
indirect manner to strengthen aid reserve the Fed- • serve Ban
it ou;:̂ ht not to "be done except under some real neoessitv ts use by the
Reserve Banks in extend : ^modation in the -eserve credits to a

ater extent than, would otherwise be possible without a serious impairment
of their reserves. Such a situation, said he, ot as yet come to pass,
until it did, he was to vo • the U the note reservo,
pref to treat that as a secondary or omergency reserve to be used onl
some real-occasion necessitated i t . " '

submitted a draft of a le t ter addressed to Federal reserve
3 designed to put into effect the naw rest pirements. The let ter

approved, subject to ch f date if deemed necessary by the Executive Oom-
mitt
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X-226
FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD

WASHINGTON

June 20, 191/.

Dear Sirs:

The Conference Report on Federal Reserve Act Amend-
ments having passed the Senate,, the Amendments will havs been
enacted intc law as soon as the President affixes hit signature.

Under separate cover there is foivv&rded to you a copy
of the Conference Report as adopted. A reprint oC the Act is in
course of preparation and will be sent to you in » few lays in
such quantity as you may desire.

As soon as the amended, law goes into effect it will
be necessary to aijust the weekly statements issued by the banks
and the consolidated statement'issued by the Eoard so as to con-
form to the new previsions of the Act. I take pleasure in inclos-
ing herewith a copy of the consolidated statement shewing the
method which the Board will adopt in publishing the next weekly
.statement, provided the new Act is in force at that time. There
is also inclosed copy of Form }k, containing the changes to be
made by the bank in its daily statement to the Eoard.

In preparation of its weekly statement the Board pro-
ceeds on the theory that the liability of Federal reserve banks
oh outstanding Federal reserve notes vrill/b« id "by the
amoun£/h#fa by the Agent but that gold <Fec-~ th the Federal
reserve agent is to be considered as collatej .1 aac reserve but is
not to be considered as 'redtacing

It was thought advisable to keep . itm "Gold held
by the banks" and "Gold with Federal reserve agent " separate so
as to show exactly how the notes are secured.

A Federal reserve bank, under tne amended law, will be
entitled to withdraw gold held by the Federal reserve agent and
substitute therefor commercial paper, provided it maintains a re-
serve of at least UO per cent of gold in i+-s own vaults, or it may
withdraw the gold held with the agent down to UO per cent. It
should be borne in mind, however, that .\he never there is in the
hands of the Federal reserve agent more than ^0 per cent of gold
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X-226

-2-

against notes, the excess beyond that figure can be counted as
additional reserve against notes only, but cannot be in that case
counted as a reserve against deposits.

You will be advised "by telegram as soon as the Presi-
dent affixes his signature to the Bi l l , and, upon receipt of such
telegram, the above instructions are to be considered as being in
force.

Yours respectfully.

Governor.

Inclosures.
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X-225-
PROPOSED FORM OF THE FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD'S CONSOL-

IDATED STATEMENT, SHOWING CONDITION OF THE
FEDERAL RESERVE BANKS AS AT CLOSE

OF BUSINESS ON JUNE 15, 1917*

R E S O U R C E S .

Gold coin and c e r t i f i c a t e s in vaul t
Gold set t lement fund
Gold redemption fund

Total gold held "by banks
Gold with Federal Reserve Agent'

Total gold reserve
Legal tender no tes , s i l v e r , e t c .

Total reserve
B i l l s discounted - members
B i l l s bought in open market

Total b i l l s on hand
U. S. Government long term s e c u r i t i e s
U. S. Government short term s e c u r i t i e s

Total U. S. s e c u r i t i e s
Municipal warrants

Total earning asse t s
Due from o ther F, R. banks - Net
Uncollected items

Total deductions from gross deposi ts
5$ redemption fund against F. R. bank notes
All o ther resources

TOTAL RESOURCES • 1,860,93*4-

L I A B I L I T I E S .

Capital paid in 57,171
Government deposits 259,130
Due to members - reserve account 870,73^
Collection items 179,875

Total gross deposits 1,309,739
F. R. notes in actual circulation 493,615
F. R. bank notes in circulation,.~net liat>ili'vj 3&2
All other l i a b i l i t i e s including Foreign Gov't credits 2,047

TOTAL LIABILITIES 1,860,934

Gold reserve against net deposit l i a b i l i t y 58*3$
Cash reserve against net deposit l i a b i l i t y 60.7?
Gold reserve against F. R. notes in actual c irculat ion 93*6$

365,020
221,970

3,958
590,9U8
459,942

202,824
164,525

36,400
77,728

5,6U2
290.320

1,050,890
24.518

1,075,408

367,3^9

114,128
• 2,470
483,947

295,962
400

5.217
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\
Reserve Requirements, Suspension of.

I <
(From meeting of November 7, 1919; Vol. VI, part 2, p . 610.)

"The Governor made a statement as .to the general financial condition of
the Country, with particular reference to the situation as i t affects the Fed
eral Reserve Bank of Few York, and he thereupon

Moved, that in accordance with the provisions of Section
11 (c) of the Federal Reserve Act, the Board suspend for a period
not exceeding ten days, the reserve requirements of the Federal
Reserve #ank of New York against deposits, effective today.

"Mr. Williams movtd to amend the Governor's motion to read:
Moved, that the Governor "be authorized, if the exigencies of

the situation in his .Judgment seenBri at any time to r ecu ire such
action st a tire vtfier. it was impracticable to convene the Board for
cons '.€eration of the question, to suspend the reserve requirements
of the Federal Reserve Bank of New York as to deposits for a period
of ten days, or such shorter time as may be dee-ned necessary to meet
the situation."

he
•

••Mr. Miller's motion was lost .
"Thereupon Mr. Williams' motion was put and carried,

-

824
(Prom meeting of November 1C, 1919; Vol. Vi , pa r t 2 , p . -04^ ft.)

-

•
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M T h © OT*VO T.

serve '•
recourse t ) whi'cl

ĥ no other relief j of
3t resort" to be

2t8

i
emergency exists or Is impen
by a suspension of reserve r-
i tself of GT nor
impose »r of the Board the fining
whet onsion of reserve r be-

ny Federal reserve bank, as was 1 ution passed
the Be e Gave? r l ty .

embers of the *ed to hold themselves in readi-
ness to atteri. ngs on short notice in the

pose Of necessity of
suspending reserve reouir -rise I ' ^ i c t ,

ch, in the of the Federal Reserve Ban|c st or the
-serve .

ni e tc y~
•

he hear -sources c ederal
reserve bank there will eithe elves
or else j seme drastic res of re;-

r extende "• cr
-

f rese f rWtoction c*" tve ^se
of the credit facilit ies of the Fed?

"Voted that any member of the Board desiring to do so may submit ineino-
randum in support of his vote on Mr. Williams' motion above, in pursuance of
which the following were submitted:

" fIn view of +he statement filed by Mr. Miller, the undersigned desire
to place on record their position in th* s neater; -

" 1. In spite of the sale of acceptances during the past week by the New
York bank to bther Federal reserve banks, amounting to about $90,000,000, the
reserve position of the New York bank on Friday night was down to 40.2 and
earlier in the day on Friday it. looked as though the reserve position might
be even lower. The above reserve is stated on the basis of a forty per cent
reserve for both notes and deposits. This has hitherto been regarded by the
Federal reserve banks as a sort of dead l ine, in spite of the fact that the
reserve on deposits may be permitted to drop to thirty five per cent. No
Federal reserve bank likes to drop bKLow this limit, and i t would be dis-
tasteful to any of the banks to have the Board reduce their reserve require-
ment 8 •

"It was to emphasize to the New York bank the reluctance of the Board to
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cause rediscounts for the Hew York tank in other districts at a time when
speculation was sc active in New York and was Peking such demands for credit
that • we thought it desirable, rather than to order rediscounts for the New
jfork "bank, that their reserve requiremoit s should be reduced.

W2. There was no question as to 1he willingness of every member of the
Board to hold himself in readiness to attend meetings at eny t:\me, day or
night, Sundays or other days, but the situation that might develop was
fairly well understood, and the motion as passed was made for the purpose
of permitting Governor Harding, if called on the telephone at his house,
perhaps late at night, to deal with the situation as he might then find i t .

"$. The undersigned fe l t , as Mr. Miller records himself as feeling,
that the position of the New York bank on Friday would prove very much
better than i t s officers during the day feared it nnght turn out to be.

W. ?. G. Harding.
Albert Strauss.

"I concur, and would add that a public recognition of the condition,
perhaps unavoidable, at New York, would arrount to making public to al l a
condition which would be known to a comparatively few if we ma-'nt; ine<? the
regular reserve requiretnent.s at the expense of the other Federal reserve
banks, and might £ive to the lat ter an opportunity to profit at erpense of
the former.

C. S. Hamlin H .
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Eeserves -{earmarking of gold).

(From meeting of September 9, 192 0; Vol. VII, part 2, p. 757.)

"Letter d'.ted September 8th from the Acting Governor, Federal Reserve
Bank of New York, requesting approval "by the Board of an arrangement whereby
the Bank of Prance will earmark for the ?ederal Keserve Bank $35,0G0,C0C to
be counted c ? a part of the lawful reserve of Hie Federal leserve Bark of
N9W York and other Federal reserve banks participating with i t .

"On motion duly seconded, i t was voted that the Governor of the Board
be authorized to infona the Federal Eeserve Bank of New York ae follows*

"The Federal Reserve Board sees ro objection to the Federal
Reserve Bank of New York receiving from the Bank of France, on or
before October 15, 1920, an amount of gold approximating thirty
five million dollars tc be earmarked by the Bank of France in the
name of the Federal Reserve Bank of New York, and tc "be withdrawn
by the Federal Reserve Bank of New York at fts pleasure, the cost
of transportation to be borne by Vie Bank of France. The Beard
will agree, if requested, to permit this gold to be counted as
part of the lawful reserve of the Federal Reserve Bank pending
i ts shipment to the United States as it is no longer the policy
of the Board to permit gold with f o r e i ^ agencies to be counted
as reserve indefinitely. It is understood that any other Federal
reserve bank desiring to do so may assurne i t s pro rata share of
this deposit."

•
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Reserves - (earmarking cf gold)

(From meeting of January 28th, 1921; Vol. VIIIf part 1; p. 94-5.)

"Governor Harding recmested Governor Strong to advise the Board if
the gold earmarked for the Federal Reserve Bank of Few York by the Bank
of France was actually segregated, and if there was any reason why the
Board should continue to allow such earmarked gold to "be counted as a
part of the reserves of the Federal Reserve System. Governor Strong
replied that the gold was segregated and held in separate vaults, but
that he did not thiTik it proper to continue the practice of counting
such gold as a part of the reserves of the Federal Reserve System.

"Upon motion, i t was resolved to notify al l Federal reserve "banks
that beginning next Saturday, Febnsary 5th, they should cease to -regard
earmarked gold in foreign countries as e part of their reserves.
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crvl r^P^rve ra t io .

(From meeting of March 89 1921; Vol. VIII, part 1, p. 192.)

"After sorte diecussion relative to the gold holdings of the Fed-
reserve system,

"Upon motion, ordered laid -upon the table."
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Reserves - (earmarking of go ld ) .

(From meeting of March 1 5 , 1921; Vol. VI I I , pert 1, p . 216.

•
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Policy

(Prom meeting of March 16, 1923; Vol. X, part 1, p. 165.)

"Mr. ISiller stated that he had received a letter from the Federal
Reserve 3arus: of New Yori, enclosing a circular designed for transmission
to al l Federal reserve banks for publication in their monthly business
reviews, with reference to the significance of the g Id reserve of tiie
Federal reserve system when the fact is taken into consideration that a
large portion of the said gold reserve is the result of gold importa-
tions viiich nay be required to meet demands for shipments to fbreign
countries.

"Mr. Miller stated in his opinion that the federal reserve banlcs
should not be called upon to publish the matter referred to, but that
the matter should be held in abeyance until tiie Federal Reserve Board
shall maice a pronouncement on the subject setting forth the gold policy
for the Federal reserve system.

"Upon motion of Mr. Crissinger, i t was moved that Mr. Miller be ad-
vised not to permit the publication of views on the subject referred to
until the Federal Reserve Board is ready to announce a gold policy ap-
plicable to the Federal reserve system.11

(From meeting of March 19, 1923; Vol. X, part 1, p. 168.)

"Mr. Miller briefly outlined a plan for a gold policy for the Federal
reserve system made necessary, in his opinion, by the extraordinary accum-
ulation of gold at the Federal reserve ban&s. Mr. Miller stated that his
plan followed closely the lines of one which ho submitted to the Board
about two years ago And that in the near future he would formally submit
the plan with a view to having it considered and acted upon by the Board
prior to the next conference of Federal reserve bank Governors."

(From meeting of March 22, 1923; Vol. X, part 1, p. 178.)

"The Vice Governor stated that titie next thing in order would be
the other matter scheduled as special order Uisiness today, nanely, the
mftnorandum prepared by Mr. Miller, with reference to a new form of stating
the reserve position of the Federal Reserve Banks • • • •

"After discussion, Mr. Miller moved the adoption of tiie plan set
forth in bis memori-ndum.

"Mr. Hani in moved as an amendment that the memo random be laid on the
table. Mr. Hamlinfs motion being pat by the chair was carried."

#
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Salaries - Board Staff.

(Prom meeting of October 28, 1914; Vol. I , p . 286).

"On motion i t was voted that a division of the Secretary's office to be
known as the "Division of Audit and Exanrination" be created,

"On motion i t was voted to 5̂ x the palsry of the Chief of division at #6,COC

Salaries
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1 Salaries - Board Staff.

(Prom meeting of Feb. 1* 1915; Vol. I I t p . 82-83).

"On motion i t was voted that Assistant Secretary Allen "be designated to act
c.lso as Fiscal Agent under the By-laws as amended.

'•Upon report of the Committee on Staff, It was moved that in view of the fact
that the Comptroller of the Treasury has required the Bo-" ru to appoint a Fiscal
Agent; find in view of the further fact th t compliance with the new requirements
as to accounts under the opinion of the Attorney General of the United States and
of the Comptroller of the Treasury necessitates the nrjr.ing of such an officer,
involving the performance of Additional duty, the salary of the Assistant Secre-
tary be set at six thousand dollars (#6,000) ver annum, that sum to include com-
pensation as Assistant Secretary and as Fiscal Agent of the Board.

•

A vote being taken the amendment was defeated and the
original motion was carried, the salary being thus established at six thousand
dollars per annum.
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Salaries - Board

(Prom reeting of March 6, 1916; Vol. I l l , r e r t 1, p

"Mr. Harding presented the question of the rate of compensation
paid Counsel, and after ful l discussion, Er. Hani in moved that con>-
pensation of the Counsel be fixed at $9,000 per annum, the same to "be
effective on and af ter April 1, 1916, and to continue at the pleasure
of the Board. The motion prevailed,

(No statement of reasons appears).
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Salaries - Board staff.

>

(From meeting of June 26, 1917; Vol. IV, part 1, p . 672.)

"Mr. Delano reported informally that "by agreement between himself and Mr. J ,
P. Cotton, the Board's consulting counsel, it was proposed to place the compensa-
tion of Mr. Cotton on the basis cf an annual retainer of $2,0C0 and a per d iem fee
of 4100 when retually at wor£, the same to date freir July 1, 1917. Mr. Hamlin
moved to approve the arrangement, and

, and
against i t , Mr. Warburg, Mr. Delsno, and Mr. Haralin. So the amendment was declared
los t .

"The original motion being put to a vote, there were recorded in favor of it
Mr. YVarburg, Mr. Delano, and Mr. Hamlin,
So the original motion was declared carried,"
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Sal; ' - :

-•' ; of De< , L7j Vol. r / - • 2, . 976

Kr» Del; • fi pro:;.
COU2 - • i d :

l y e s , ]
Noes, : •.

••j serving the'
vote. Kr. Hard:". ry of Counsel

raised in 1 . . Ho act i
. - - *

,000

": _•. moved as a substitute that the salary of Assistant Oou
be 36,000. 3tive January 1, 1918.

"The substitute to a vote, t ro recorded:
Ayes, Mr. Harding, Mr. Delano, Mr. Wlllia . rbur
Noes, I. •. Earn" Ln,

"So the substitute opted.
/ed that the salary 1 be at the rate of

,510,000 pe an from Jai! •- 1, 1918, under;-
the Coinptrelle if no long 1 upon him :'or service on
rnatters in wh aoh the Ooir.otroller and the Board are jointly interested,
the salary of Counsel shall be readjusted.

She motion ut to a vote, t" • irded:
Ayes, I'lr. Has liams, . . - .
Noes, lfc% Killer, Mr. Hardir. .
Not voti. - Delano.

!tSo the notic
ate on t ne salar

"fa-: 33 ordered ent . '
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Salaries - Board staff.
(Pror. meeting- of Decenfrer 2f 1919j Vol. VI, rart " , . " .)

"Letter dated November 5th from Kr, Williams, rooue
an increfc.se frorc 1̂̂ 540 per annun plus $240 "bonus, to -flBCC plus $E40
bonus in the compensation of llr. Harold Lee George, Stenographic Clerk
assigned to his office.

"Approved, . and llr. H'Hin voting "No11.
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Salaries.

(Froir neetirs of October 11, 192&; Vol. VIII, part 2, p. 677.)

"Draft or latter Jated October 10th, prepared by Governor Harding
and addressed to the Chairman of t&e Congressional Joint Commission of
Agricultural Inn 'ry, said let ter tcing in the nature of eupjl orient a ry
testimony by the Federal Reserve Board, replying to charges vdiich have
boen made that certain salaries at the Federal Hoserve Tank of Now York
are improper and excessive.

"Approved an^ ordered transmitted.
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Salaries

(From meeting of May 24, 1922; Yol. IX, part 1, p . 260.)

"Mr. Hamlin submitted a report of tlie Law Oomiaittee with r e -
ference to tbe request of the Federal Reserve Bank of Atlanta to be
aathorized to pay the General Counsel of that Bank, Mr. Eandolph,
an additional fee of $5000 for services rendered in the par clear-
ance case, subsequent to the remanding of that case to t r i a l by the
Supreme Court of the United States.

"Approved, Mr. Miller voting "Ko."
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\ Salaries.

(From meeting of July 26, 1922; Vol. IX, part 2, p . 375.)

"The Governor submitted a le t ter from the Chairman of the Federal Reserve
Bank of Kansas City, in reply to the le t ter ad:5r°ssed by Governor HarrMn~ to
Mr. Ramsay, dated July 18th t sdvising that the Federal Reas~ve Bon.rd cannot
approve the action of the Board of Director of that "bank in paying an amount
equivalent to three months sal ry for former Oo'veroor j . z . Miller, J r . , said
pryment covering a period subsequent to the effective date of Mr. Miller 's re-
si gnat ior, the le t ter of July 18th referred to having been approved by the Fed
eral Reserve Board at i t s meeting of July 19, 1922. In vfew of the fact that
Mr* Ramsey advised the Board that he would refer the l e t t e r of July 10th to
his Board of Directors at the next meeting, i t 7ras the sense of the members
that the Board should wait before taking further action unt i l the directors of
the F. R. Bank of Kansas City have had an opportunity to make reply to "the
l e t t e r from the Governor of the Federal Reserve Eoard aforesaid.

"After full discussion of the matter recorded above, ave
notice r cons: i by the
a proposed regulation expressing the Board's v to the e>:
else of i t s general to supervise Feder:tl reserve : Ucular
to regulate the c .1 lowed officers and employes of such banks "by
the respective boards of directors . Mr. Miller erplained that the specific
object of the proposed regulatit© would be to fix definitely the raaxiznum
length of time duri cfc a governor o** other • officer of a Federal rese>"ve
bank might continue to draw Ms ; Le absent from his post fcy ex-
cept v.hen such absence should be on ed by the boa
of di~ectc by the Federal Reserve Board* n

(From meeting of July 27, 1922; Vol. IX, part 2, p . 380.)

"In accordance with the notice given at yesterday's meeting,
sub" a bas"

*e salaries of of of Federal reserve banks

"Referred t o the Executive Coimitt«e•**

(On August 7 - p . 393 - the matter was again brought up, the Governor
stating that the Executive Committee had not yet acted upon i t on account of
absences of members. Upon motion the matter was again referred to +he Executive
Committee.)

(On August' 9 - p . 401 - Mr. P la t t , *or the Executive Committee, offered
a scfbstltnte form of resclvtion for that of Mr. Miller, vrM ch was laid on the
table pending return of Mr. Miller.)

(From meeting of August 31, 1922; Vol. IX, part 2, p . 429.)

"The Vice Governor stated that tiie next thing in order vould be consideration
of fte resolution introduced by Mr. Milder at the meeting of July 27, 1922, re-
ferred to the Executive Comnittee at Chat meeting, and reported upon through sub-
s t i tu te by the Executive Committse at the melting of August 9, 1922, and at the
la t t e r resting laid upon the tabla pending the return to the city of Mr. Miller.

• roved that the substitute r€ » of the Executive Connittee
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Fade
irs of

.*> a'bse be submitted
Peder.il Res e ire - I ts •

on of ler be • The
action taken by the Board in this matter «as ordered trarcmitted to a l l Fed-
eral reserve agents.H
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Salaries - Board staff*

(From meeting of January 3 , 1923; Vol. X, part 1, p . 9.)

"Mr. Mitchell moved tiiat the salary of Mr. Heraon, Chief Federal
Reserve Bank Examiner, be increased from $11,000 to $12,000,

"Carried, Mr. Miller TO t ing *nof, with the explanation that he so
voted merely because of an understanding previously held by the Board to
the effect tfiat $10,000 shall be the maximum salary to be paid by the
Board to any menfcer of Its force, s tat ing that in case of Mr. Harson,
this understanding was departed from las t year by granting a salary of
$11,000 to Mr. Herson, tne extra $1,000 buing intended to compensate for
extraordinary expenditures made necessary by the traveling from place to
place incident to an examiner's work."
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Salaries.

(Pro m meeting of January 3, 1923; Vol. X, part 1, p.10.)

"With reference to the action ta'aen yesterday approving the report
of the Committee on Salaries and Charge Offs with respect to salary ad-
justments at the several Federal reserve barifcs, Mr. Miller stated as his
opinion that, viiile adequate compensation should be approved for officers
of Federal Reserve backs, tfa.e Board should bear in mind the desirability
of keeping dovan the total cost of senior management. To that end, lir.
Miller expressed the view that the Federal Reserve Board might properly
suggest to the directors of those banfcs vhere the total cost of manage-
ment appears to be out of line and where the salary of the Governor is
very high, that the upward revision of any deputy Governor's salary
that may be thought necessary, should be brought about "by a readjustment
of the Governor's salary."
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Special Savings Deposits,

(From meeting of Decerrber 4, 1922; Vol. IX, part 2, p. 560.)

been jKtda to meetin
i October 10, 19- reby the foil

»: "Moved that the Board make no change in i t s present regulations { g
savings deposits, and that the so-called special savings accounts in certain Cal-
ifornia banks must hereafter be regarded as demand deposits against v;hich must be
carried the reserve, required by the Federal Reserve Act, to be carried against
demand deposits.** After discussion, order to secure

the -
of Los Angeles, C
at i t s meeting of OC

-ted as-special
December 6th."

he Board on 0

ass for the ir?

(jFrom meeting of December 6, 1922; Vol. IX, part 2, p. 566.)

"The Vice Governor stated that the f i r s t thing in order would be the special
order busines? ordered docketed by the Board at i t s meeting of Decerrber 4, 19^2,
namely, the reconsideration of the resolution adopted by the Board at i ts meeting
of October 10, 1922, with respect to the reserve s vJiich are tc l>e carried against
snecial savings deposits in certain California st-^te member banks.

I "After discussion, Mr. Crissinger submitted the same motion made by him at
the meeting of October 10th, namely, that the Board make no change In i ts present
regulations defining savings deposits, ao<3 that the so-called "special" savings
accounts in certain California banks must be regarded as demand deposits against
vaiid. , must be carried the reserve required by the Federal Reserve Act to be
carried against demand deposits.

"Carried, Mr. Crissinger, Mr. Miller and Mr. Platt voting "aye", end Mr.
Ham?in and Mr. Mitchell •o t inr "no*.

a c t
:

o the . Eeserv
i maK8
»an .Frs

strictly compliei
"Carried. n

Special
Savings
Deposits
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(Confidential) August 3* 1916*

Dear Mr. Secretary:

You have asked me to present to you In writing my

thoughts concerning the problem involved in the desig-

nation of the governorship and ¥ict-govarnorahip of the

Federal R#serve Board,

is I as to leave within twoixhours* I have to apol-

ogise in advance for the hasty dictation which I doubly

regret in a oast of this importance•

Before attempting to give you these views, let me

repeat that I should sincerely daplora it if this entire

question ware dealt with fro® any personal point of view*

Personal like© ®t dislikes or ambitions- must not be par-

ait ted to play any part in this uieoueslon* The only

thing that must guide us is the beet interest and the fu-

ture of the Federal Reserve System* la oust deal with a

principle and not with mum I wish that, at this junc-

ture* I were got the two-year man but one of the

holding a- longer term because* as you can readily

stand* it embarrasses me to diacuse a question in which

1 happen to be personally iiwolired and in which* therefore *

my point of view could be readily misunderstood• That is

one of the rtason» why I kept out of the discussion and

only spoke to you today fearing that otherwise you might

haire thought it strange that* in a matter of such vital im-

port anoa* I should have avoided an opportunity of exchange
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(a)
lag views with you*

It all know that it is not an taay natter to etour©

men of ability* standing and i&depsiidefiot to serve on gov-

ernment boards* The future or the Federal Htaervt System

will'depend upon the character of the men that will be at

its helm and upon the dtgre© of oomfidtnod that they In-

spire to the nation. I take it that there is no disagree-*

m$nt between us that what the Federal R#§#rvt lot content**

plated was an independent Board - men free from both busl~

ness and political control or affiliation. That is at

least how I believe the appointive members who havt accept-

ed to atrvt on the Board conceived thair trust ~ that thay

ware to tee an independent oourt of finanoe and board of

administration whoee guiding star should only to© the pub-

lic welfare* no matter-whether they would to© called upon

to continue their work under a Democratic ot a Republican

adaimlstration« If the future of the system depends upon

©touring und retaining men of this oalitora, everything

ought to be dona to iiakt their position on the board offices

of dignity and Independence such as m^n of self respect and

pride might aspire to hold*

The law provided for two ex-officio m#Mb#raf the Sec-

retary of the Trtastiry and the Comptroller of the Currency •

The five appointing members9 under the law, art all

equal except that two of them ara to be designated toy the
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(3)

President to act as Governor and Vioe**Goirariiojr# respectively*

Four of us have the profound conviction that the future of

the Federal fj#servt Board and the tvork that w® havt faith-

fully tried to accomplish will bast ba assured if equality

amongst the appointive members should toe preserved as far

as possible. It is from this point of viaw that two of our

members respectfully suggested to the Prtsideiit* if he could

sea M s way clear* to create a precedent of always appointing

the senior member ~ that is, the member who would still hav#

two years to eerve - to aot as GoferEor* The Governor 1B

nothing but the executive officer of the Board, and any mmm~*

toer having the necessary qualifications to strire on the

Board should *b@ qualified to aot as the eneoutiva for a

term of two years, after which, should ba he reappointed a

mtitbtr of the Board* fee would aarta as such uiitil the last

two years of hia incumbency* Without thie modus operand!,

gra^e dangers are in store for the Ftdtml $t®mTW% Syttaa*

If in addition to the ex~offioio me®btrs# directly rap-

resenting the President, a new ada in 1st rat ion e;&trcistd its

power to secure alltgianc© of members toy selecting thtm to

act as Oow^rnox or Viee~Gkttreriior, the administration would

always ha?a the powtr to control a iiajority of the Board,

which would iiake the remaining indepeEdent members a hope-

less siaority* It may be a perfeotly Bonnd argument to

say that nothing of the sort would Qceur* but no dombt it
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nay ©cow and conditions of this kind, woulci be destructive

of the confidence which the nation should have in the inde*~

pendsnot and noB*pajrtieaa charaotert'Of the Board* Moreover,

it would prevent many whost membership would be desirable

fro® accepting a position which would be subject to this

danger• Furthermoref the best oooptration in the Board is

©ecurtd if there is but out common internet* nobody working

for his own personal aggrandizement, but all pulling toge-

ther for the best of the whole, knowing that wary onus and

bonus of the office will ba carried upon the sas© equal basis

If one member should "be seleoted to act as permanent Goirarn-

ori this would mean that the other ©embers would consider

themselves as inferior to him ancl the quality of the men

willing to serre would suffer* If there should be a change

from time to tine, this change would be made on the basis

of preferment by the President and could only be mads on the

basis of merit, in which case the rtmo^al of the acting Go?-

ernor or the pre'ftrenoe of one would always be a ooEsidtra-

tion of demerit to the other©• It is# of course, a position

whioh eelf respecting tmm do not raligh* that th@y should be

subject to public recognition or to the expression of having

failed In the best acoompliehiiSEt of their duties, particu-

larly if the man who has to decide upon this question cannot

for® hi© Judgment from actual axp#ri#ntoe but only from imdi-

reports and oasual imprtssions. That nethod* if adopted
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might easily l*ad* at some time in the futtira* to the desirt

of soae member® to create impressions in their favor at the

expense of others*

Moreover* has it ooourrtci to you that, unless regular

order of rotation toe adopted, any ©hangs will have some of

the elements of humiliation? fake the present oa§a: If Qor-

®tnm Raolln wtre not rtdasignated because the tame principle

is continued undtr which he was appointed* no possible humil**

iatioa could be involved* If the principle of rotation wert

not adopted and somebody else #ere appointed* that would be

an expression that somebody else was fitter for the place

than ha* Again9 if the nev* Governor- were a man holding*

let us say# an eight year term, he would b^ in the position

of titter running the risk of being demoted during lilt In-

ouysbtEoy or, if he were to aot an Governor during the rwtaifi**

der of hit tarnt, he would put into the second class the two-

year, the four~year and the aix-ynar immh0TB9 Pro© whatever

point of view you may consider the queetion, you strike dif-

ficult lee unless the principle of rotation should be adopted*

If there are oth#r rtaepns why the Pr#8ldant should find

a mm*b®T unfit to itrve as Governor, ha would, of eourst*

hairt tĥ e power to pa&s nnoh maabar ovtr, tout that would toe

the tjcpression of the President's opinion that such member

would* in effect, not be a fit memb^T to serve on the Board*

and there may t># conditions where a Prssidant might use this
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somewhat more polite form of eliminating a member whom, under

the law* he has the power to rtno^d.

Ill of this is so eminently altar that it appears trite

to state it* Moraovti?* the case of the Interstate Commerce

Commit©ion and that of the Tradt Commie8ion are proofs that

in those boards the same experience a haF# ltd to the saae

results* The Bank of England it anothtir illustration of

exoellent results under the rotation system*

Is 2 said to you this morning, we ail fully recognise

tlit power of the President under t-:e Act to designate the

Governor* but we feel it our duty§i with -all reaptat* to point

out to him that the future of the Board will toe bast assured

if he would oontlnua to apply, the sauna prinoiple that he

adopted two yaart ago, whan designating the first Gov#rnor|

that 1* to say* to again saleot the two-year man* In doing

so* ha would create an important precedent which some of us

consider indispensable for the beat development of our work.

As 1 said in the beginning$ personal likes and dislikes

and ambitions must not be permitted to play a part In this

discussion but only what is best for the future of an lnde~

pendant Federal f^^v® System• It is that consideration

which has guided | and fill I in the future guide, the irjaffitoara

of the Board* I am certain that no other consideration will

guidt the President in ultimately making decisions# I aa
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that they will be wise and fair*

Again apologising for the haste with which th#$# lines

have been written* I am, with assurances of highest esteem,

mf dear Mr* Saorttary,

Very respectfully jouxa#

(Signed) Paul M. Warburg*

P* S* I toaire apoktn of fou^ membtrss it is only fair to

state that 1 h&¥d not discussed this question with

Qmeznm Hamlin* and am not at all sure whether he

would not join in the viewe above expressed*

Hon. W. G* McAdoo,

Secretary of the Treasury.
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FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD

WASHINGTON

(Private) August 3, 1916•

Dear Miller:

I BM dictating these lines to Chapman without keeping a

carbon here, and I should like for you to destroy them after

you have read them. I should like also to have you acknowl-

edge receipt of this letter either by sending a wire to Loon

Lake or by overcoming your physical disinclination to write

a line with your honorable hand,

I wrote you more than a month ago giving you the news

about Governor Strong. I hope this letter reached you. I

have not written you since, first because I knew you did not

want to hear anything from us, and second because it is al-

most impossible to keep you advised about the little ripples

and the larger disturbances as they have taken place from

time to time.

Delano has written you and you have telegraphed him. I

have not seen his letter to you as I have been away (or ra-

ther trying to be away) since the middle of July, but have

been forced to come back from time to time and this is my

second visit. At times, I have felt that you should be here,

not that there is anything particular that you could do, but

because I feel that this is the most critical period through

which the Board has been passing since its creation and I

should have liked to feel that you were as closely in harmony

with us and we with you as the triumvirate of Delano, Harding
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and myself, I am glad to say, has "been during all these trying

weeks.

While I was absent, Delano started a correspondence with

the President, putting the question to him rather bluntly. The

upshot of this exchange of letters has been that the president

has fair and direct warning and that he has replied that he

realizes how deeply we feel about the subject and that he will

give this question his early and practical consideration.

Under the circumstances, we have not tried to block Hamlin's

confirmation. I doubt whether it would have been possible to

do that without talking very frankly to the Republicans, and,

personally, I did not feel that we should begin to obstruct

actively before the president had clearly shown that he was

going to disregard our wishes. Meanwhile, of course, McAdoo

and Hamlin have been busy. McAdoo has been very outspoken

that he is opposed to rotation and that he wants Hamlin. On

the other hand, I have been in close touch ^ith Colonel House,

with Morgenthau; I have written Secretary Houston; I have

talked freely with Secretary Lane, and I wrote a very frank

letter to Mr. Glass. Harding, at my suggestion, spoke to Vance

McCormick, and all of these influences are working, or will

work, our way (I have not heard from Houston, who is still at

Wood's Hol$ and I do not know what he is doing) and will try

to counteract the very strong influence that, no doubt, McAdoo
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will exert in the matter. His point of view, no doubt, will be

that, inasmuch as he is chairman, the Governor ought to be sym-

pathetic w-frfrh him, and inasmuch as he represents the President,

they ought to have a man at the head of the Board upon whose

loyalty they can absolutely rely. This, of course, is all un-

sound reasoning because that would mean that you could not put

a cabinet member on the Board without, at the same time, giving

him a majority of the Board.

I had to come here because our amendments passed the Sen-

ate, you may be pleased to hear, minus the 5% Federal Reserve

notes to be counted as reserve, and it was thought that it

might be advisable for me to be here to try to straighten out

Glass, I saw him immediately after my arrival, the evening

after my letter to him had arrived. I had not known that I

was to be in Washington so soon else I would not have written.

Glass told me that he had read the letter twice and that he had

gone at once to Mr* McAdoo and told him that he was in complete

accord with our viev/s; that rotation was not only the decent

thing but the sensible thing - the only thing, as a matter of

fact. I pointed out to him the importance of his seeing the

President about it, and he said that he would* This is

In a week from today, the matter will have to be

decided, just about when this will reach you, and that is one

of the reasons why I am writing you. Harding and Delano have
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acted finely, with absolute loyalty to each other and having *

only one thing in mind, and that the dignity of the future of

the Board. There is no doubt that McAdoo would want to sacrifice

Delano. He is very much down on him, and I believe you and I

are rather close seconds* We wonder what he is going to suggest

in case he cannot have Hamlin as Governor. We are inclined to

think that he is going to suggest Harding as Governor, and

possibly myself as Vice-Governor. That would be humiliating to

Hamlin and Delano because, unless there were definite rotation,

both of them would appear as having been demoted. I do not

care about Hamlin but we v̂ rould, of course, have to protect

Delano. If Harding would become Governor it would, under all

circumstances, be a humiliation to Delano because if the Governor

is replaced the natural thing would, of course, be for the Vice-

Governor to advance unless there is a system of rotation. As

a matter of fact, unless there is rotation, Hamlin cannot be re-

moved without giving him a black eye. £11 of these are arguments

for rotation in addition to all the other ones with which you

are familiar.

I believe I can say for the three of us that we shall not

stand for another dose of Hamlin. It wou d be useless for us

to go on with our work if we did stand for it because after some

of us will withdraw the Board will be filled by second class men

to serve under a second class governor, and they will not be a

decent group of independent men to constitute an independent

Board but there would be primarily a majority of men dependent
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upon the Treasury, What steps to take then will be the question

whether to resign at once in a group or whether publicly to state

to the country what our position is and tell the public that if

the coming elections do not bring a change we shall have to with-

draw. Personally, I do not see any other alternative, I cannot

imagine that the president would be so foolish as to encourage

a fight under conditions which would be so detrimental to his

own campaign and to the one work of his of which he is particu-

larly proud, but, on the other hand, the general thought appears

to prevail that the son-in-law is the power behind the throne,

though some of my friends have told me that his influence is not

as strong as it used to be.

We have been working a great deal on the Clayton Act, and

I hope that, under all circumstances, you will be back here

before the beginning of September because in the first week of

September (before Delano leaves) we ought to act on the large

number of applications (several thousand blanks have been asked

for) so as to give our decisions, if possible, before September

15. The Act goes into effect on October 15, as you know.

My own plans are somev/hat indefinite. I had hoped to be

away until the third week of August, but if the President should

reach an adverse conclusion it will probably be necessary for us

to get together at once and decide on the steps to be taken.

That would mean that I would have to take another regular weekly
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trip down from Loon, I sometimes feel like a great loon for

having permitted myself to be drawn into this whole mess. It

is an undignified and humiliating position of which I begin to be

heartily tired, and while It io indifferent perhaps to me it is

most important that we should see to it that positions on this

Board should not be as disgusting and humiliating as they have

been in the past* «and that is our real fight because if we cannot

win the two years of work which we have devoted to this whole

thing have been entirely in vain, -It—Ls~theA fights shall this

Board by a Treasury Department bureau or an independent Board, and

shall the caen on the Board be self-respecting, independent indi-

viduals or shall they be figure-heads and bootlickers like the

present Governor?

Give my love to your wife and tell her that if we did not

know that she really liked us we would have been lead to believe

that she has forgotten us. I do not blame you for wanting to

forget Washington and all of us, but I do not sse why your sweet

lady should.

I hope you have had a restful summer and are enjoying your

stay in California.

Lane dined with me last night. He had hoped to get away to

Alaska but the Mexican situation keeps him here. He looks tired

and out of sorts. I think he is worrying a great deal about his
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brother. But we had a real "Lane evening" together last night -

the kind for which it is worth living. He is all alone just now,

his wife being at Lake Champlain.

I am reaching the conclusion that everybody who serves this

country is a "d, f." What credit and what satisfaction has this

dear friend of ours gotten from hie loyal service to his country?

Democracy is a fine thing in theory, and I do not know of anything

better, but it is a sad experience that those who volunteer to

serve it gradually get into a frame of mini where they reach the

conclusion that, after all, it is no use trying because serving

a government is not a white man's job.

As I want to catch a train this morning and have now to

see the most honorable Minority Leader, Mr, Mann, who is again

troubling us about our amendments, I have got to close, and that

is lucky for you.

With warmest regards,

Always afa/ncerely yours,

(fca
Hon. A. C. Miller,
3420 Ridge Road,
Berkeley, Cal.
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Mr. President and Gentlemen of the Convention :

At no time in the political history of the past twenty years, has the
American people been called upon to take counsel and decide a question of
more momentous import than is presented in the present monetary contro-
versy. The importance of the question and the peril of the situation cannot
be exaggerated. Upon the answer which shall be given to this question
will depend for an indefinite period of time to come, the future ot our
industry, the security of property, the obligation of contracts, the stability
of credit, the well being of labor and the integrity of the national honor.
Motives of patriotism, no less than of interest and honor are involved in the
pending contest. It is one that will try the best intelligence and capacity of
American citizenship, as it has seldom been tried before. And the respon-
sibility of decision will rest in no small degree upon the people who inhabit
this vast western agricultural section, which has been during many years
the backbone of our national prosperity, and is the hope of the whole of our
common country for the future.

We may well congratulate ourselves that the leading issue in this great
controversy should have been raised so early and have become so clearly
defined. For this we are indebted to the impatient zeal of the friends of silver.
Whatever doubt there may have been a few years ago regarding the real
issues at stake in the contest, there are none to-day. The utterances of the
orators of the silver party in different parts of the country, have completely
revealed its true purpose. The silver party of the United States is agitating
not simply for the wider use of silver as a medium of exchange but for its
exclusive adoption as the standard of value. The question of bimetallism, it
will appear, is not involved in the present controversy. The question is
purely and solely between the use of gold or silver, as the standard
money of account. There are no bimetallists in the present silver
party of the United States. The friends of silver are the opponents of gold.
No pretext or phrase can disguise their purpose, it stands entirely unmasked
in the proposition to coin silver at the ratio of 16 to 1. The palpable absurd-
ity of describing such a scheme by the name of bimetallism is too trans-
parent a fiction to long deceive the inquiring mind. The issue, as the
President of the the United States has clearly defined it is, between " the
forces of a safe currency and those of silver monometallism."
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I.

No scheme of bimetallism of which history gives us any information
ever has succeeded, and there is not the slightest reason for supposing that
the best arranged plan would have any chance of success at the present
time. Never have the conditions requisite for the realization of the bime-
tallic scheme been so unpromising as during the past twenty years. Within
this period of time, silver, by reason of its abundant discovery, has utterly
lost that stability of value which is the primary essential of a money metal.
So great, indeed, has been the fall in the value of silver that it has
almost fallen out of the category of the precious metals. It still has its import-
ant uses, but they are not chiefly those of money, any more than is true of
nickel or bronze. But whatever conceivable chance there might be of secur-
ing the equal use of both metals on the basis of a mint ratio adjusted to the
market ratio, can it be doubted, for a single moment, that the opening of our
mints to the free coinage of silver at a ratio of 16 to 1, means a regime of silver
monometallism. Let us at the outset make sure that we understand the prop-
osition that is being made by the advocates of silver in the United States. It
is that our government, without the aid or co-operation of any other govern-
ment, shall undertake to coin, at its own expense, into silver dollars of
37IX grains, all the silver bullion or foreign silver coins, that may be
presented at the 'mints by citizens of our own or other countriess; and
that the money thus coined shall be a full legal tender in payment of all
domestic indebtedness, owing to citizens of this country. It is not proposed
to make silver the unit of value in international transactions; for that can
be done only by an international agreement, and our silver advocates are
not international bimetallists. They are impatient and propose that the
United States shall " go it alone." They propose that silver shall be given
and taken equally with gold in the payment of all indebtedness by whomso-
ever due in the United States, even though our citizens will be obliged by the
coinage laws of foreign countries to pay their foreign debts in gold. The
silver party, therefore, proposes to give to our foreign debtors the privilege
of paying in silver while we shall be required to pay them, for the most part,
in gold.

This is the proposition of the silver party of the United States, and this
is the scheme, which, by whatever name we call it, is inevitably certain to
land us in the vortex of silver monometallism. The relative value of silver
to gold in the bullion markets of the world to-day is about 32 to 1; that is, it
takes to-day about 32 times as much silver as gold, in any market of the
world, in gold and silver standard countries indifferently, to buy the same
amount of commodities. An ounce or pound of standard silver is worth only
the 3V part of an ounce or pound of gold, and it is in the face of this condition
that it is proposed to authorize the free and unlimited coinage of silver into
money of full legal tender quality at the rate of 16 to 1. Is it not at once
apparent that gold could not be maintained in circulation a moment, when
fifty cents worth of silver is to be declared in law the equivalent of one
dollar of gold? It is so plain, that the dullest understanding must quickly
comprehend it. Every banker and bullion broker of experience knows how
slight a deviation of the market from the mint values of the two metals gives
a premium or profit large enough to carry the undervalued metal to the
melting pot or to foreign countries. Mr. Robert Giffen, one of the foremost
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monetary experts of England, has stated that a premium of one-tenth of one
per cent, is enough to cause gold to disappear from circulation. And the
reasons for this are perfectly intelligible. Under the so-called bimetallic
standard, an individual ,Jias the choice of two metals in which to pay a debt;
and as human nature is constituted, it has been demonstrated over and over
again that that metal will be chosen which has the lower value as bullion
and the higher value as money. This is the essence of the celebrated law of
money which was enunciated in the sixteenth century by Sir Thomas
Gresham, an English merchant of great experience, and it has received the
most abundant and striking confirmation in the monetary history of the
past five centuries or more.

The history of bimetallic experiments may be traced back quite clearly
to the middle of the thirteenth century, and in the centuries that have
elapsed since then, nearly every civilized nation of Europe has at one time
or another, attempted to do what all others before it had failed to accom-
plish. Nowhere and at no time has legislation succeeeed in maintaining the
two metals in circulation side by side for any length of time worth noticing.
Everywhere the experiment has failed. No method, through all this long
period of heroic perseverance, has ever been devised by which the mint
ratio of the metals could be made to keep pace with the shifting market ratio.
France changed her mint ratio no less than one hundred and fifty times in
the course of a single century, and the severest penalties were enacted to
prevent the withdrawal and exportation of coin, but all were of no avail.
The state might burn or torture the exchange and bullion dealer, but it
could not torture an undervalued coin from going to the melting pot. The
impelling force of human interest eveiywhere has proved stronger than the
retarding force of legal penalties.

During the present century the United States and France have made the
most noteworthy attempts to secure the advantages of the use of both gold
and silver at the same time, but without the least showing of success. The
French coinage law of 1803 fixed the legal ratio between gold and silver at
15^ to 1, and this continued down to 1876, when the results of the experi-
ment were acknowledged by the most competent authorities in France to be
so disastrous to the trade and industry of the country, that the coinage of
silver had to be suspended; and there has been no thought of opening the
French mints to silver during the past nineteen years. The fatal fall in the
value of silver since 1876 has been the obstacle. But even long before the
disastrous change in the value of silver French opinion had lost confidence in
in the double standard. It was simply found to be impracticable; instead of
supplying the country with a true double standard, the law of 1803 operated
to produce an alternating standard. First silver, then gold, then silver—this
was the succession of monetary standards in France from 1803 to 1876. At the
time when the ratio of 15j^ to 1 was fixed in 1803, the market ratio was, in
fact, 15.41 to 1, and it continued thus until 1804, when it began to rise, reaching
15.79 in 1805—a variati on of almost 4 per cent., therefore, in a period of less than
three years. There were frequent ups and downs in the market ratio as com-
paredwith the mint ratio during the next fifteen years, but by 1820 a definitive
change was reached quite unfavorable to the circulation of gold in France.
Gold began to leave the country and the mints from that time down to 1853
were run principally on silver. In the year 1853 the situation was changed.
The Californian and Australian gold discoveries were then beginning to make
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themselves felt. Gold began to come into circulation in larger and larger
amounts, and silver now being the more valuable metal was pushed out.
During the years 1853-1867, when this process was going on the French mint
ran mainly on gold, ten times as much gold as silver being coined during
those fifteen years. A new change then took place that was more favorable
to silver. For a few years the two metals maintained a pretty steady level.
But silver was again beginning to get the upper hand of gold after 1873,
when the French government, in order to avert the disaster of another
change of standard, closed its mints in 1876, and there is no thought at the
present time of again opening them.

The history of the bimetallic scheme in France is in no wise isolated; it
is simply typical of the experience of every country that has tried this ill-
fated method of treating the monetary problem. As will presently be
shown, the United States has been quite as unsuccessful as France and the
countries of the Latin Union, in its attempts to maintain the equal use of
both gold and silver as standards of value. Alternation of standard is the
inevitable consequence. A force acting with the unerring certainty of the
law of gravitation will always cause that one of the metals to be used as the
monetary standard for the time being which has the lower market value.
History is strewn with the wrecks of bimetallic experiments, and still this
pet delusion lives. Is not the record of six centuries of failure enough to
relegate forever to the museum of economic antiquities the bimetallic super-
stition ? Or must we still go on in the mad pursuit of the impossible ?
Hear the opinion of one who has made the most elaborate and convincing
investigation to which this question in its historical aspects has ever been
subjected. Mr. W. A. Shaw, the learned author of "The History of Cur-
rency, 1252 to 1894." sums up the result of his investigation in this con-
clusion :

" The modern theory of bimetallism is almost the only instance of a
theory growing not out of practice, resting not on data verified, but on data
falsified and censure marked. No words can be too strong of condemnation
for the theorizing of the bimetallist who by sheer imaginings tries to justify
theoretically what has failed in five centuries of history, and to expound
theoretically what has proved itself incapable of solution save by cutting
and casting away.''

The bimetallist of the present day, confronted with the impressive array
of bimetallic failures, has therefore, been obliged to modify his position and
to concede that bimetallism no longer means a double standard, but a shift-
ing and alternating standard. "No bimetallist nowadays," says President
Francis A. Walker, perhaps the most distinguished bimetallist of this coun-
try, ' 'makes the concurrent circulation of the two metals in the same coun-
try a necessity of that system. If it results only in establishing an alternat-
ing circulation, the chief results of bimetallism will still be achieved."
That is it precisely, gentlemen. Bimetallism in practice means monometal-
lism of the cheaper metal. It means alternation, fluctuation, deterioration.
It means exactly the same thing to trade and business as an alternating
standard of pound weights, quart measures or yard sticks, would. Every-
body can see the folly of changing these. Why is it not equally clear in the
case of the measure of value ? Stability is what the world of industry most
needs, and stability in the standard of value first, last and always.

At the present time and ever since the resumption of specie payments in
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1879, we have had the gold standard of value in this country. Gold was
made by the coinage law of 1873 the exclusive standard of value. It is the
basis of all our monetary transactions. Whatever other forms of circulation we
have to-day, whether silver, or greenbacks, or treasury notes or bank notes,
all rest for their ultimate security and value upon the gold basis. Such is
the existing policy of the United States, and this it is now proposed to sud-
denly change by the substitution of the single standard of silver. For that,
I take it, is what, without for a moment wishing to impeach the motives of
the advocates of silver, the proposition to admit silver in unlimited quanti-
ties to our mints at a ratio of 16 to 1 really means. It means simply and
solely the substitution of a "dollar " worth in the markets of the world only
fifty cents for a dollar everywhere and always what it purports to be—
a dollar circulating by virtue of its true value.

II.
What are, then, the grounds of policy and of justice on which the

friends of silver in this country, despairing of bringing about any agreement
among the leading European nations for the remonetization of silver, urge
the adoption of the silver standard by the government of the United States ?
(For, I beg you to observe, gentlemen, that at bottom the money question is
one of honesty quite as much as it is of policy; and even putting it on the
latter ground exclusively, it is a question whether honesty in this matter is
not, after all, the best policy.) Two principal lines of argument are urged
by the free coinage party at the present time. The first is peculiar to the
silver advocates of the United States, and grows out of what is alleged to
have been an unfair action of the government in 1873 in demonetizing sil-
ver. They believe they have a grievance, which can only be righted by
restoring silver to the position it held in the monetary system from the
foundation of the government down to 1873. The second and more import-
ant argument for silver is made by those who believe that the country has
not enough money. They point to the undoubted fall in the general level
of gold prices within the past twenty or thirty years as proof that gold has
been steadily appreciating; and this rise in the value of gold, it is further-
more claimed, has resulted in great hardship to the debtor class, which is,
thereby, obliged to repay its debts in a more valuable form of money than
that in which they were contracted. This is the one really serious consider-
ation advanced in favor of the more general use of silver. It is not without
plausibility and deserves more careful treatment than it has ordinarily
received at the hands of the gold monometallists. I shall, therefore, give
most attention to it in what I have to say upon the general question of the
wisdom of the adoption of the silver standard.

But first, a few words as to the alleged silver grievance, the so-called
''crime of 1873." This is obviously an affair that does not touch the real
merits of the question between gold and silver at the present day, and I
should not stop to notice it were it not for the fact that the persistent empha-
sis with which the cry of "grievance" has been raised by the free silver
people has given their movement a certain strength and popularity beyond its
real importance and extent. A grievance may make a comparatively helpless
party for the time quite formidable and dangerous, and a grievance the silver
people unquestionably thinks it has. What are the facts ? What was the
action taken by the United States government in 1873 that has given rise to
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the silver grievance? " Silver," it is said by "Coin," the most recent
oracle of the silver school, "was demonetized secretly in 1873."

Down to the year 1873, the coinage system of the United States was in
the theory of the law based upon the equal use of both metals. When the
national mint was established in 1792, there was substantial agreement
among the leading statesmen of the time, such as Washington, Hamilton
and Jefferson, that both gold and silver should be used as money on terms
of complete equality. They were all, undoubtedly, bimetallists ; and their
leading idea, in refusing to restrict the coinage system to one metal, was the
fear of "abridging the quantity of the circulating medium," as Hamilton put
it, and of encountering "the evils of a scanty circulation." The country was
then suffering from a dearth of money in every form. Specie had been driven
out by the inflation of the Continental currency, and nothing had yet
appeared to take its place. It was to remedy this condition, to supply the
deficiencies in the existing circulation, that the use of both gold and silver
was decided upon. The coinage law of 1792 provided for the unlimited coin-
age of the'two metals at the rate of 15 to 1. For some time things went well
enough under this double-headed regime, but about 1820 it was noticed that
gold was disappearing from circulation, and silver coming into more and
more exclusive use as the monetary standard. The phenomenon was imper-
fectly understood at the time, but it is now well known that it was due to the
greatly increased and cheapened supply of silver coming from the Mexican
mines. The fall in the value of silver was not so marked then as it was des-
tined to become some fifty years later. Up to 1820, however, the fall had been
over five per cent., amply abundant, therefore, to give a handsome profit on
the exchange of gold for silver, especially as the fall in silver was continuous
for some years after 1820. By 1834 gold had completely disappeared from
circulation, and Congress, legislating in that year, undertook to fix upon a new
ratio that would bring back gold into use alongside of silver. Kxpecting,
however, that the fall in the value of silver had not yet come to a halt, Con-
gress tried to anticipate the effects of any further fall, by fixing upon a mint
ratio somewhat in excess of the market ratio. The new ratio was 15.98 to 1,
the market ratio at the time being 15.73 to 1. The further fall in the value
of silver that had been expected, did not come about, and so the law of 1834,
erring through excessive zeal, really gave a premium upon the withdrawal
of silver from circulation, and its sale as bullion for gold. In 1840, the sil-
ver dollar of 371X grains was worth $1.02 in gold ; in 1853, when the value
of gold was slowly sinking under the weight of the new supplies from Cali-
fornia, the silver dollar was worth $1.04 in gold. And it was then found
necessary, in order to keep enough small silver in circulation for the ordi-
nary uses of change, to diminish the amount of fine silver contained in the
half dollar and coins of lower denominations. Very little silver was coined
into dollars at any time under the ratio of 1834; and from 1853 down to the
present time, with the exception of the paper standard period, 1862-79, gold
has been the single standard of the United States, either in fact or in law.

This was the situation in 1873, when Congress, almost at the same time
that Germany was adopting the gold standard, undertook a revision of the
various coinage laws of the United States, reducing the whole body to a com-
pact and systematic form. In the new, revised, law, all provision for the
coinage of the silver dollar was omitted, the United States thus becoming in
law, as it had been in fact, for over twenty-five years, a single gold standard
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country. The law of 1873 provides that "The gold coin of the United States
shall be a one dollar piece, which at the standard weight of twenty-five and
eight-tenth grains shall be the unit of value."

This is the legislation that has given rise to the American silver griev-
ance of which so much has been said and written in the past fifteen years.
To read the utterances of some of the more vehement and pronounced silver
orators, one would suppose that the settlement of the whole currency con-
troversy depended on the view taken of this petty issue. Personally, I feel
free to say, that I attach no importance whatever, inj the decision of the
money question in this year 1895, to the rights and wrongs that might have
been committed by the national legislature in 1873. More than that, I
regard the obstinate tenacity with which the silver champions are clinging
to this last remnant as a certain sign of the approaching impoverish-
ment and death of their party. No party can be kept up to fighting
condition much more than fifteen years on mere grievances. Politics must
be fed on stronger stuff. But there is no silver grievance. No substantial
evidence has ever been presented to prove the assertion of our silver friends
that the silver dollar was either silently or secretly, much less surreptitiously
or fraudulently, demonetized in 1873. The coinage law of that year passed
through all the regular forms of legislative procedure. It was printed at
least a dozen times in the course of its passage, and the debates on it fill
almost one hundred and fifty columns of the Congressional Globe. Atten-
tion was called not once, but by several speakers, to the proposed change in
the metallic unit, but it was felt to be so unimportant at the time as to call
out little discussion and absolutely no protest. The simple fact is, that in 1873
the silver dollar was an obsolete coin. It had been so for almost forty years,
and nobody, in 1873, had any definite expectation that it ever would be
otherwise. The output of the Nevada silver mines had, indeed, become
quite large, but little public attention had yet been given to the matter, and
the mine-owners then had a better market for their product outside the mint
of the United States. While our ratio was 16 to 1, that of France and the
Latin Union was 15^ to 1. There was no temptation, therefore, to have the
silver product coined in this country. So the mine-owners offered no opposi-
tion, although there were present in Congress at the time the law of 1873 was
passed, such men as Senators Jones and Stewart, who are now conspicuous
for their partisan championship of the mining interest. The International
Monetary Conference of 1867 had recommended, almost unanimously,
the single gold standard ; Germany had just acted on this advice by restrict-
ing, but not demonetizing, her silver currency, and it seemed likely
that other countries would follow. Silver had then no friends. The intelli-
gent opinion of the commercial world was agreed in favor of the single gold
standard. Bimetallism was an acknowledged failure by the experience of
both France and the United States. " I t is impossible," said Mr. W. D.
Kelly, of Penn., when the coinage bill was under consideration in the
House, "to retain the double standard. All experience has shown that you
must have one standard coin." " Gold," said another speaker (Mr. Stough-
ton), "is practically the standard of value among all civilized nations, and
the time has come in this country when the gold dollar should be distinctly
declared to be the coin representative of the money unit." " This bill pro-
vides," said Mr. Potter, "for the making of changes in the legal tender coin
of the country, and for substituting as legal tender coin of only one metal,
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instead as heretofore of two.'' And so it would be possible to go on citing
from the debates on the coinage bill of 1873, to show that the change in the
legal standard of value was not made without notice and discussion. How
futile and insensate, therefore, to go on beating the sound of ' 'grievance"
into our ears, when the opposing evidence is so convincing. It is an eco-
nomic myth, and belongs with that other superstition, the bimetallic dogma,
to be driven out of the popular imagination once for all. It is simply an
invention designed to befog the popular understanding. If a grievance
really existed in 1873 it ought to have been remedied then. It is too late
now. The hands of time cannot be turned back at this late day to heal feel-
ings that never were injured. Politics has to do with present, and not with
past history. The situation has changed greatly in the twenty years that
have elapsed since 1873. In this period of time, the value of silver has fallen
one-half, and during the same time, business of every sort has adjusted itself
to the gold basis. Debts, both public and private, have been contracted on
a vast scale, with the expectation that the standard of payments would suffer
no degradation. A powerful presumption exists, therefore, to say the least,
in favor of the continued maintenance of the gold standard; and nothing less
than the most convincing proof that the existing standard works hardship
and injustice is entitled to any consideration in this controversy. All other
arguments for the rehabilitation of silver are simply inventions, calculated to
divert pubiic attention from the main issue. It is most significant that silver
did not discover its grievance until after it began to decline in value, and until
after the collapse of the greenback inflation movement. The grievance
has grown deeper, and silver has become more popular among its friends, in
just the degree in which it has become cheaper. The cry for silver is with
the many merely a cry for cheap money. The rank and file of the silver
party is made up of the men who from 1868 to 1876 were foremost in sup-
porting the greenback heresy. Beaten on that issue, they have taken up
the battle for free silver; not, however, for love of silver, but for love of
inflation.

III.

But while it is undoubtedly true that the foremost advocates of silver at
the present time are those who are dishonestly seeking to inflate the cur-
rency, guided by the barbarous instinct of spoilation, we must not forget that
the silver movement has also appealed to many who are not for a moment,
to be charged with moral obliquity or willful dishonesty. The present battle
would be easily fought and won if we had only the willful inflationist to deal
with. He was met and vanquished in 1875, and he can be routed again in
1895, if we go to our duty resolutely and defiantly, attacking him at every
point along the line, giving him neither relief nor quarter. Dishonesty will
down, and truth will out, given only a fair chance with the public. The
main danger of the silver movement lies in the appeal it makes to those who
sincerely believe that the country has not enough money. This conviction
is widespread among the people in certain sections of the country, and they
are the effective remnant to whom the serious arguments for sound currency
are to be addressed in the coming campaign. Take up any serious pamphlet
or speech professing to expound the silver creed, and what do you find to be
the line of argument most generally adopted? It is this, that there is not
enough money in the country to supply the needs of business and trade; it
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is impossible for gold alone to fulfill the demands made upon it ; and since
prosperity can neither be restored nor maintained while there is a scarcity of the
circulating medium, silver must be remonetized. More money, it is said, is the
only cure for hard times and low prices. Congress has been a good index of
public opinion in this respect and in Congress during the past twenty-five
years, there has steadily been a party which has seized upon the idea of a
connection between the quantity of the circulation and the general level of
prices, as the one and sufficient key to all the practical questions that were to be
settled. All the legislation that has been enacted has proceeded upon the
theory of staying the fall of prices by expanding the volume of the currency,
the obvious assumption being that the main factor in fixing the level of
general prices is the quantity of money. To this feeling were due, to go
back no further, the hesitating legislation of 1874 and 1875, the act of 1878
forbidding the further retirement of legal tender notes, and the silver legis-
lation of 1878 and 1890. The popular dread of contraction has always been
the most certain appeal of the inflationist.

Now, without going into an elaborate, academic discussion of the intri-
cacies of the theory of prices and the circumstances on which prices depend,
I wish to direct attention once more to that most important constituent of the
circulating medium which is habitually ignored in popular discussion, by the
advocates of more money. Money, the text-books have told us times with-
out number, performs two principal functions : one, as a medium of ex-
change, to transfer and compare values; the other, as a standard of
deferred payments, to measure, after a lapse of time, values. With
reference to the one or the other of these two tests, the adequacy of
the circulating medium can alone be determined. A deficiency of the
quantity of money would show itself in the increased difficulty of
effecting exchanges or in the generally lower prices at which sales of all
kinds were effected. Now, it will hardly be seriously reasoned by any one
at all acquainted with the facts that there is not enough money in the
United States to perform with ease and regularity all the operations of
exchange. The mere fact that purchases and sales to the extent of millions
of dollars are made every day without difficulty or obstruction, ought to be a
sufficient proof of this. If there were a deficiency of measures of any other
character—pound weights, foot lengths, etc.—we should become aware of it
through the severe embarrassment that would be experienced in measuring
weight, length, etc.; and just so with money. The demand for money is the
occasion for the use of money, and whatever does the work of money, so far
as its function as a medium of exchange is concerned, is a part of the money
supply, whether it is commonly recognized by that name or not. No sensi-
ble person would argue that there are not enough yardsticks in the United
States because every man, woman and child in the land is not provided with
one or more of them, and yet this is precisely the sort of reasoning relied
upon by many of those who contend that our circulation suffers from defi-
ciency. Elaborate conclusions are drawn from the fact that the per capita
circulation of the United States is less than $25, whereas France has almost as
much as $40 for each head of her total population. Such arguments are quite
worthless, however; and the persistence with which they are urged and lis-
tened to, only shows how slow the general public is in bringing its theo-
ries up to date with its current practice. It would be just as much in point
to argue that we have not enough cotton spinners in the United States
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because it takes two men in a French mill to spin the same number of yards
of yarn as are spun by one man in an American mill. It complacently ignores
the fact that the machinery of exchange, just as the machinery of produc-
tion, may be more highly developed in one community than in another,
and so capable of doing more work. It forgets to observe that the great busi-
ness of banking, which is the modern agency of exchange, has undergone
improvements and economies of organization, quite analogous in their
influence to the startling improvements in the methods of manufacturing,
mining, and transportation. The fact is, that money in the palpable forms
of coins and notes, has ceased to be of much importance as a medium of
exchange in the great markets of the country, quite as much as the old
stage coach has fallen into disuse as the vehicle of transportation. Both, in
their respective spheres, have been superseded by more effective substitutes.
The western world is rapidly learning to make its exchanges and pay its
debts without much need of money. It is not even necessary that
a thing in order to exchange values should itself have value. It is enough
that it should be recognized as the sign or token of value. And this is pre-
cisely the nature of that most important form of bank money, which nowhere
figures in public statements of the volume of the currency, although it
is the most effective, the most economical, and the most expansible part by
far of the entire circulating medium of the country. It performs its work so
silently, so quickly, so smoothly, adjusting itself with such perfect facility
and precision to the monetary needs of the community, that it has all but
escaped the notice of the public and has yet to receive its proper share of
attention. The form of currency which I have in mind is that which figures
in the accounts of a bank as deposits. It is credit in its most nimble form,
set in motion, according to the requirements of trade, by means of the check or
draft, and carried speedily and certainly to its natural destination by means
of the mechanism of the clearing-house. By far the largest part of the total
volume of exchanges in the United States is to-day effected by means of this
bank deposit currency. It does nearly all the work in the wholesale trade,
certainly more than ninety per cent., and a preponderant proportion, no less
than sixty per cent., by recent investigations, in the retail trade; and yet it is
persistently left out of account in the ordinary enumerations of the constitu-
ents of our circulating medium. The recorded transactions of the clearing-
houses of the country aggregate in years of brisk trade as much as 60 billions,
and this vast amount of debt is settled with the transfer of less than 500 mil-
lions of money in the course of a year ; it represents the amount of work done
by means of the 3,000 millions of bank deposit currency, which so long as
confidence is maintained and credit is secure, will go on steadily gaining in
importance, and narrowing more and more the field for the actual use of
money, increasing in amount when and where the amount of work to be
done increases, and disappearing again as less is needed. Economists tell
us that the system of barter preceded the establishment of the money econ-
omy, that money was, in fact, invented to diminish the inconveniences of
barter. The credit system, in its turn, which is in fact only a refined system
of barter, is superseding the use of money as a medium of exchange,
thus bringing us back to where we started from, only on a higher
ring of the spiral by which society is moving to its goal. Credit is
barter without the inconvenience of barter, and money without the expense
of money.
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IV.

It appears, then, that when we try to trace down the idea that this
country has not enough money to anything tangible, it has no meaning
with reference to the function which money performs as a medium of
exchange. No community in which the banking habit is so firmly rooted
as in the United States, need ever fear that it will suffer from lack of an
adequate supply of the means of exchange. The business community is the
maker of its own currency, and it has expressed its preference for the bank
deposit. Money is ceasing to be a medium of exchange, and the main and
only intelligent question in the present controversy relates to the fitness
with which the existing gold unit is performing that other, much more im-
portant, function of money, described as the standard of value. Does the
maintenance of the existing gold standard involve hardship or injustice to
debtors as a class? Does it exert any retarding influence on the progress of
industry? Would the substitution of silver as the unit of value give a more
equitable standard of deferred payments? These are the real questions, that
it is profitable to discuss, they are the fundamental elements of the present
problem. To all of these questions the silver advocate answers unhesitat-
ingly, yes. The gold standard, he says, is unjustly oppressive to debtors. The
rise in the value of gold is his reason and the fall of prices is the proof. This
position has the support of such eminent economists in this country as General
Walker and President Andrews. It is at this point that the international
bimetallist and the patrons of " Coin's " school join hands (and this, by the
way, is the only occasion on which the school is ever seen in good company).
So far as the meaning of the fall of prices is concerned, the scientific bimetal-
list and the fanatical inflationist agree. The bimetallist makes his
reservation as to the proper method of using silver to stay the steady fall of
prices, as e. g., when he proposes an international bimetallic league,
but on the fundamental question of the injustice of the gold standard, all the
different shades of the malcontents are agreed. " In contending," says
President Andrews, "that gold has immensely appreciated since 1873, and
that this, with the fall of general prices which it involves, is a terrible evil,
our western friends are perfectly right. To this extent the facts, the logic,
the ethics of the situation are with them."

This, Mr. President, is the one really serious argument that is urged in
favor of the wider use of silver; it is backed by impressive evidence; and it
is not at all strange that it should appeal as so convincing a proof of the
inadequacy of the gold standard, to those who have not given especial atten-
tion to the real meaning of the fall of prices. And for one, I am obliged to
say, that this part of the bimetallist argument has seldom been squarely
met. Gold has undoubtedly appreciated in the past twenty or thirty years—
that is to say, gold has, generally speaking, a greater purchasing power now
than then. I do not see how the appreciation of gold can be denied by any
one who admits the fall of prices. L,et us be clear on this point, gentlemen.
The fall of prices is the appreciation of gold, the two are simply different or
opposite faces of the same facts. The fall of prices is not, as the bimetallist
wrongly and illogically asserts, the result of the appreciation of gold, nor is
the appreciation of gold, as the gold monometallist just as mistakingly
asserts, the result of the fall of prices Neither one is the cause of the other,
each is an evidence of the same fact. This will appear perfectly simple if
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we remember that price is the measure of the value of money, that it is
the expression of a ratio, of which one term is the amount of money work to
be done and the other the amount of money machinery available to do this
work; and that like any other expression of a ratio, price will vary with a
variation in either of its terms. The moment this is understood, it is seen
that the cause of the fall of prices or the appreciation of gold is not stated in
they^^ofthe fall; and the fact of the fall is entirely without significance
until the cause is pointed out. Facts are one thing, their interpretation
is quite another. The object of investigation is not only to discover facts,
but also to see them in their significant relations. Everything else is mere
babble, and quite wide of the mark. Men on opposite sides of the present
controversy have talked up and talked down the appreciation of gold, as
though the settlement of the whole question depended upon the particular
answer given. In and of itself, the fall of prices or the appreciation of gold,
means nothing. It comes to have a significance only as it is viewed in the
light of what are accepted as the requirements of an equitable standard of
value for deferred payments. At bottom the monetary problem is purely a
question in the equities of exchange, and as such, I am convinced, it must be
approached, if it is to result in anything else than a barren clatter of tongues.

What then is the social significance of the fall of prices that has taken
place in the last quarter century, or thereabouts ? An unjust increase in the
burdens of the debtor class of the community, answers the bimetallist, because
the gold in which a debt is repaid after the lapse of some years, under falling
pi ices has a higher value than when it was borrowed. The difference measures,
so it is said, the amount by which the debtor has been injured to the unfair
advantage of the creditor. An equitable arrangement, some of the more
careful of the bimetallists argue, would be one under which a debtor should
return the same amount of commodities as the money he borrowed would
purchase at the time it was lent, and not more. This view certainly sounds
plausible, and has proved captivating to the popular mind. There seems to be
manifest equity in a borrower's returning the true equivalent in real value
of what he has had the use of—neither more, nor less; and if it could be
shown that the gold standard operated to oblige debtors to give back more
real value than the creditor parted with at the time of lending, it is hard to
see how the conclusion could be avoided that the gold standard was unjust.
But this is precisely what cannot be proved. For while it is doubtless true
'that under the falling prices of the last twenty years or more, the money
returned in payment of debt has a greater purchasing power, and so results
in giving back to the creditor a larger absolute amount of commodities than
he loaned, it yet does not give him—this is the fundamental point to be
attended to—a greater proportionate amount or a greater real value. That
this is so, and that this gives the key to the true understanding of the fall
of prices, becomes clear as soon as one seeks to discover the cause of
the fall.

The fall of prices, which has been experienced in all the great markets
of the world in the most recent period of commercial history, has been
variously estimated'at from ten to thirty per cent. Much depends upon
the date we take in starting, from which to the present time the fall is to be
measured. If we take the year 1860 as our starting point, the fall is nearer
ten than thirty per cent.; if, on the other hand, we begin, as the bimetal-
lists usually do, with the year 1873, the fall is nearer thirty per cent. But
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the year 1860 was one of abnormally low prices, on account of the depressed
condition of trade after the crisis of 1857 and on the eve of the Civil War,
and the year 1873 was one of abnormally high prices, representing the accu-
mulated effects of the preceding three years of unusual commercial activity*
So that no very great importance is to be attached to estimates of the fall
since either of these two dates. In any event, whatever date we select, the
fact of fall will always be more certain than the amount of fall. I say
prices, generally speaking, have fallen. There is one notable exception.
Wages, or the price of'labor', have not fallen; they have even risen, as have
also nearly all other forms of money income. Here is a most significant
fact, which at once, in the eyes of the vigilant investigator, throws a dark
cloud of suspicion on the bimetallist interpretation of the fall of prices.
This apparent paradox—a rise in the price of labor parallel with a fall in
prices of commodities—gives the key to the true meaning of the fall of
prices. It is explained by the undoubted increase in the efficiency of labor
due to the splendid triumphs of mechanical ingenuity and chemical discov-
ery, which have extended to every branch of production in the past quarter
of a century. In this time the world has been passing through a second
industrial revolution, affecting nearly every branch of manufacturing, min-
ing, transportation and agriculture—a revolution second only in importance
to the great industrial revolution of the end of the last century. Improved
methods of production is the explanation of the progressive lowering of
prices. The evidences of this are so numerous and accessible that any one
who doubts may easily satisfy himself of the facts. They are matters of the
most common experience to any one engaged in active business, and facts
of everyday observation to all others. The productive power of labor has
been greatly augmented; labor, in almost every line of industry, produces
much more in a day than ever before, and it registers its increased efficiency
most easily and naturally in the lower prices at which goods can be profit-
ably brought to market. If the fall of general prices had been accompanied
by a fall in the price of labor, there would, perhaps, be some ground for
the contention of the bitnetallists, but there is none as things are. Meas-
ured in commodities, the value of labor has risen as well as the value of
gold. There has been a no less certain appreciation of labor than there has
been of gold. Measured in labor, gold has not risen in value. It takes as
much gold to buy a day's labor on an average to-day as it did
twenty years ago, and this is the best evidence of the stability of the stand-
ard of value of gold that can possibly be found. It has always been the
dream of economists to find an absolutely invariable standard of value.
The wish, however, as has been frequently pointed out, from the very nature
of the case, represents a desideratum never to be satisfied. But Adam
Smith was guided by a true instinct when he proclaimed labor the only
true measure of value. His labor being at all times of equal value to the
laborer, labor, concluded the great economist, must be the most perfect,
because the most invariable standard of value. When equal amounts of
labor at two different times exchange for the same amount of gold, or any-
thing else, the conclusion seems warranted that gold or those other things
have not been responsible for whatever change may have taken place
in the values of the things against which they are exchanged.

I do not know what those who contend that the gold standard has
worked injustice to the debtor class take as their standard of justice in
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money matters, More likely they have not considered the question at all
carefully, and yet it is clear that it is fundamental in any discussion of the
relative advantages of different monetary standards. Clear and cogent con-
clusions are impossible without some common understanding on this point.
There is no point at which it is more needful to have consistent ideas regard-
ing the requirements of equal justice amongst men than in what relates to
their monetary relations. Any misconception in this regard will vitiate
our conclusions. What then are we to take as our standard of justice in
this matter? If we take the formula of sacrifice, a rule of justice
which has had the sanction of the classic economists not less than
of the socialists, as our standard of the requirements of an equitable
measure of value, I think we shall conclude that justice demands
that a debtor, in discharging his debt, should return to his creditor
an amount of wealth that has cost him the same effort to produce or
acquire as that which he borrowed originally cost his creditor. That is to
say, it is not amount of commodities but amount of sacrifice or labor in pro-
duction that is the true measure of a debtor's liability. If the thousand
tons of iron which B produces in 1895 by improved processes of manufac-
ture, which have the effect of greatly abridging the cost of production, cost
him no more to produce than the 700 tons which he borrowed in 1885, I
take it that simple justice demands that he should return not 700 but 1,000;
otherwise he gets out of the payment of his obligation with a smaller sacri-
fice than it represented to the man who accommodated him. For what cost
a day's labor or a unit of capital to produce at the time of borrowing there
should be repaid what costs a day's labor or a unit of capital at the day of
liquidation. This is justice and honest dealing, and the monetary standard
of value that compels this is the true and honest standard. And yet the
bimetallists make a demand that proceeds upon an entirely contrary idea,
although so few of that creed have ever taken the trouble to analyze their
fundamental positions tnat they have not seen what their argument really
involves* What is the pet argument of the bimetallist when he undertakes
the championship of silver against gold, as a more perfect standard of
value ? It is this—that the annual output of silver has increased to such an
extent during the last quarter of a century that an ounce of silver will buy
more nearly the same amount of commodities that it would twenty or thirty
years ago than does an ounce of gold. In other words, silver prices have not
fallen as the productiveness of industry has advanced ; and as the fall of
prices is the great bugbear of the bimetallist, he has little difficulty in per-
suading himself that the silver standard would have come nearer the per-
fect ideal than has gold. Now quite aside from the fact that while prices
on the most extreme estimate have not fallen more than thirty per cent,
since 1873, and silver has fallen by undoubted quotations fully fifty per cent.,
so that the much sought for stability of prices would not after all have been
attained under the silver standard, but more likely a rise of prices—
quite aside from these facts, which are entirely fatal to the bimetallic
theory on its own basis, I maintain that just the point which the bimetal-
list claims to be the strength and virtue of silver is its weakness and
injustice. Not stability of prices, but stability of the standard of value as
measured in the ultimate units of labor and capital, is the test of an honest
measure of value. If gold and labor exchange in the same ratio now as
formerly, then justice is secured. And this is precisely what has happened
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during the past twenty years and more under the gold standard, and is
the best proof of its fitness. Indeed, wages and money incomes generally
have risen, while other prices have fallen. If we take the year 1860 as our
starting point and gold prices as our standard, we find on the basis of the
most authentic statistics of prices and wages that have ever been compiled,
that while all prices on an average have fallen about eight per cent., all
wages on an average have risen about sixty per cent., and the price of silver
has fallen about twenty-three per cent. Or if we take the year 1870 as our
starting point, which brings us nearer the bimetallists' favorite date, while
all prices in the United States down to 1890 have fallen twenty-eight per
cent., wages have fallen hardly two per cent. There has, therefore, between
these two dates taken place a net gain of between twenty-five and thirty per
cent, in the real well-being of the wage earner, owing to that increase in his
productive capacity by reason of improved mechanical and chemical pro-
cesses of industry, and cheapened transportation—all of which have resulted
in a general fall of prices of the commodities affected. Never in a corre-
sponding period of time has the solid improvement in the condition of all
classes and degrees of workers, from the common laborer up to the manager
of the factory, railway or bank, been so marked as in the past thirty years.
And all of this has taken place while prices have been falling, nay more,
it has taken place just because prices have been falling. The fall of prices
has been the rise of real income and the occasion of general prosperity.

I wonder if those who look with so much horror and dismay at the fall
of prices in the past quarter of a century have ever stopped to consider how
the average well being of mankind is to be improved except by their being
able to buy more with the money earnings of a day, week or year; and how
they can buy more except as they find either that their undiminished money
incomes go further in the purchase of commodities than formerly, because
of the fall of prices or because with stable prices their money incomes have
risen. And why, I once more ask, should the man who has saved his capi-
tal and loaned it to assist in the work of increased production, to be ruled
out from sharing in the benefits of cheapened production which have come
to society through invention and discovery. So far from a fall of prices
being a disaster to be averted at all hazards, it is rather to be regarded,
when it is the natural consequence of improved production, as one of
the greatest of material blessings, for one, I hope that prices will go on
falling in the next twenty years as they have in the past, making everything
cheaper and cheaper because more and more abundant, and thus raising the
material condition of mankind. If, as I suppose, every level-headed busi-
ness man would unhesitatingly concede, that value must fall as cost of pro-
duction falls, then I maintain that the perfect standard of value is the one
that registers the fall and not the one that conceals it. It is the merest
commonplace of political economy that price is simply value stated in terms
of money. When values fall, then, should prices fall also. And this is
precisely what has taken place during the past twenty years. Prices have
fallen not because of the increased cost of gold, but because of the dimin-
ished cost of other things. Hence the fallacy of the argument that attempts
to prove the inequity of the existing monetary standard from the fact of the
fall of prices.

This case is clearly different from that of a simple rise in the value of
money, or a general fall in both prices and wages. This case is one of a
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genuine appreciation of money, where money buys more of everything,
including all forms of labor service. Where wages as well as other prices
fall, there is room and occasion for the suspicion that the value of money
is rising. And in this case a real hardship is experienced bj- a debtor
when he is called upon to pay back the same sum of money as he bor-
rowed. For that money represents a larger amount of purchasing power
in terms of commodities in general, not offset by any increase in the effi-
ciency of production. The money, in other words, which the debtor
returns costs him more effort to obtain than it cost the creditor at the time
of lending, and so far violates the equities of exchange in the settlement of
debts—the rule of equivalent sacrifice. This is the case which theoretical
economists have in mind when they descant upon the terrible disturbances
of the relations of the debtor and ereditor classes, which result from
changes in the standard of value. Such evils were experienced by the
American people after the suspension of specie payment and the
issue of a depreciated legal tender paper in 1862, and again by the return to
specie payments after the close of the war, culminating in resumption in
1879. No doubt considerable hardship was experienced by the creditor
class that was paid off in a depreciated paper money for capital that was
loaned before the adoption of the paper standard in 1862. And, again, there
can be little doubt that those classes which had contracted debts after the
close of the war, while the paper issues were still redundant, found their
burdens gradually increased, as the value of the paper issues slowly rose
through their absorption, by 1879, into the circulating medium on a parity
with gold. The memory still treasured by many of the Western farmers of
the hardships they experienced through this period, is undoubtedly one of
the main supports of the present silver agitation. But contraction of the
currency has had little to do with the fall of prices since 1873. That fall
was not confined to the United States, but has been a no less clearly
marked condition of the European market, and is due, in the main, to the
general improvements in production. This recent fall of prices has not
increased the burden of debtors, as a class, because it has not been accom-
panied by a fall in general money incomes.

V.
There is, however, one important section of the community which cannot

be said to have been reimbursed for the lower prices of their staple prod-
ucts by a commensurate .reduction of the cost of their production. * For the
farming community the fall of price has meant a fall of money income, and
an increase in the burden of indebtedness. The prices of several staple
farm products, notably the price of wheat, have fallen greatly in recent
years—the fall in the leading staple of Western agriculture amounting to as
much as fifty per cent. This fall, moreover, has been due to quite different
causes from those which have operated to produce the fall in the prices of
manufactured articles. Cheapened production will not explain the fall of
agricultural prices. It is rather a case of over-production. Doubtless
improvements in the character of agricultural machinery, and in the pro-
cesses of farming, have had something to do with the fall of agricultural
prices. But mechanical invention finds no such scope for its successful
application in farming that it does in manufacturing industry. Labor is
much the most important element of cost in the products of the soil, and
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the increase in the efficiency of agricultural labor has been totally inade-
quate to offset the fall in the value of farm produce. The explanation of
the fall of price is to be found not in increased production at diminished
cost on the lands already in cultivation, but in augmented supplies sent to
market from the lands newly taken into cultivation. The settlement of the
great wheat areas of the West has gone forward with such startling rapidity
during the past fifteen years, that the markets of the world are now no
longer able to take the immense product of this region at prices that are,
generally speaking, remunerative. For a large part of the farming com-
munity of the United States the fall of agricultural prices has meant a fall
of profits, and, to that extent, an increase in the burden of debts and mort-
gages that were contracted in the expectation of continued remunerative
prices. The fall of prices of farm products has been partly offset by the
great fall in the prices of many of the articles of agricultural production,
but, since the expense of machinery, etc., is only a fraction of the total
expense of cultivation, the situation of the farmer has only been partly
remedied in this way. His discontent has a real foundation, therefore, and
his embarrassment in finding the means of meeting the obligation of his
indebtedness is a serious one. The fall in the price of wheat has meant a
real loss to the farmer, an increase in the bnrden of his debt. Is it strange,
then, that the farmer who had expected to meet a dollar of interest or pay
a dollar of principal with a bushel of wheat, should seek to find a way out of
his difficulties by an issue of more money, when he finds that it takes two
bushels ?

Nevertheless, while the situation of the Western farmer is serious,
intensified as it has been during the past five years by the general indus-
trial depression, it is in no way attributable to the condition of the cur-
rency. Expansion of acreage, not contraction of the currency, is responsi-
ble for the fall of agricultural prices and the consequent difficulties of the
farming community. Farming has been overdone in the West; the land
has been taken up and settled too rapidly, debts have been contracted incau-
tiously. The difficulty, however, is more certain than the remedy. Recovery
is likely to come in due time with an -increased European demand for Ameri-
can breadstuffs, and the more rapid development of economical habits of
farming in the West. But wherever the remedy may be found, it is not to
be sought for in altering the standard of value. The farmer has no case in
equity against his creditor, he has himself to blame for his misfortunes.
Of all methods of relief, none is more objectionable than tampering with
the monetary standard, because none is more cowardly or dishonest. It is
an attempt to shift on to another the burdens of one's own reverses, that is
none the less dishonorable because done under the cover of law. It is a
method of relief that is utterly opposed to the American spirit of self-
reliance. The fundamental law of the land, the constitution of the
fathers, has guaranteed the sacredness of property and the obligation
of contracts. These are amongst the most cherished rights in the charter
of our liberties. And yet seldom or never have they been threatened with
a more perilous violation than in the proposition to declare by the com-
pelling force of law a tender of fifty cents an adequate discharge of an
indebtedness of one dollar.
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VI.

An impartial review of the essential issues involved in the monetary
controversy conducts us, therefore, to the conclusion that there is no occa-
sion for a change of the standard of value in the United States. Every
sound reason of policy, as well as of honesty, militates against such a
change, No thoroughly substantial argument has ever been presented
against the continued maintenance of the present standard of gold, and
nothing but specious pretexts have been urged in favor of the more or less
exclusive use of silver. The "fatal fall of prices"has not in any sense been
due to a scarcity of money. Every case of fall can be explained by consid-
erations entirely apart from the state of the circulation. There is no evi-
dence to show that this country has not an abundance of money and mone-
tary forms to satisfy with ease and adequacy all the requirements the com-
munity may make upon it for use either as a medium of exchange or as a
standard of value. Our present currency system is far from being satisfac-
tory, but it is not unsatisfactory because of lack of silver, for the United
States comes as near enjoying whatever advantages may inhere in the use
of both metals as money, as any country safely can. Indeed, we have
already come to the danger line in the experiment with silver. The mem-
ory of the threatening disturbances brought on by the Silver Purchase Act
of 1890 is too recent to require an elucidation of this point. We have
enough, more than enough silver. What we need is not more currency,
but a more elastic currency. The retirement of the government from the
banking business by the withdrawal of its paper circulation and the reor-
ganization of the national banking system on a more flexible basis—these
are the two imperative requirements of currency reform in the United States.
But reform cannot proceed in this direction until the pending question
affecting the standard of value is satisfactorily adjusted. Everything waits
upon this. The logic and the ethics of the situation, I have tried to show,
demand the maintenance of the gold standard. The one virtue of our pres-
ent currency system is this, that whatever its confusing variety of form and
name, its ultimate character and security are established, by either the
express or the implied pledge of the government to maintain it on a parity
with gold. Gold is, among all the leading nations of commerce to-day, the
standard money of account ; such it must continue to be. It circulates
everywhere, without let or hindrance, and without the fiat of government,
and at its true worth, no less in silver standard than in gold using coun-
tries. It is what it purports to be—a money worth its bullion value as
metal, deriving no support from the sanction or compulsion of government.
It is the one universal form of money circulating at its bullion weight and
everywhere accepted in discharge of debt. The principle of natural selec-
tion has marked out its place and function in the world of commerce. It is
by no mere whim or caprice that gold has come to be adopted as the stand-
ard of value by the leading commercial states of the modern world. It is
because it combines in a more complete degree than any substitute that has
ever been proposed, the various requisites of the most perfect money. As
a standard of value gold is not perfect, in the very nature of things no metal
can be. But gold, without doubt, to-day performs the function of a stand-
ard of value with as near an approach to perfection as there is any reason
for expecting under any conceivable monetary system. Its value has been
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remarkably stable ; the fall of prices has not been due to scarcity of gold.
There is no evil in our present industrial situation that can properly be
attributed to an insufficient supply of money. Debtors as a class have suf-
fered no embarrassment, much less injustice. The agricultural depression
proceeds from causes peculiar to itself, entirely independent of the state of
the circulation. The present monetary situation is, on the whole, satisfac-
tory so far as relates to the standard of value.

The case against gold has not been made out, much less has any sub-
stantial argument been made to show that silver would work with any where
nearly as good results, even if the silver standard should be more widely
adopted. A strong presumption always exists in favor of the established
monetary system, more especially when it is the system of the leading
countries with which we carry on our trade. We have had costly proof of
the serious damage that comes from loss of confidence in the stability of the
monetary standard. It destroys credit, disturbs values, unsettles industry.
The terrible disorders that would come under the rise of prices that would,
sooner or later, attend upon the introduction of the silver standard by the
United States alone, are fearful to contemplate. How soon the rise would
come, and through what agency, is hard to predict. It would probably be
much slower and much more uneven than the silver inflationists expect, and
agricultural prices would be amongst the last to "be affected. Prices of
breadstuffs are fixed by the international conditions of demand and supply,
and would not advance nearly so rapidly as the silver premium on gold. It
was observed during the period of greenback inflation, even in the season
of rising prices before the collapse of 1873, that the prices of agricultural
produce lagged behind in the general upward trend; and it is likely that this
phenomenon would repeat itself to the disappointment and despair of those
who are staking all hope of salvation on the prospect of a sharp and speedy
upward movement of prices. Ultimately, however, the rise of prices would
come, spreading in its path the desolation and injury that has been observed
inevitably to accompany a degradation of the standard of value. And the
rise would probably be continuous with the further fall in the value of silver.
Full half the charm of silver inflation lies in the prospect that with the re-
opening of the mints and mines, the dollar now worth fifty cents would soon
be worth forty, and then perhaps even less. Invested wealth would be
deprived of from a fourth to a third of its value, no less the savings deposit
or the life insurance of the necessitous artisan, than the stocks and bonds of
the wealthy capitalist. Creditors, in brief, would be unjustly excised for
the benefit of their debtors; and since every man is at once debtor as well as
creditor, it is impossible to foretell how these unjust gains and losses would
distribute themselves. That there would, however, be such losses and such
gains is certain, and the frightful expectation of them would be no less dead-
ening to industrial recuperation, than the destructive influence of the losses
themselves. The ordinary laborer would suffer severely, for, while his money
wages would rise, they would rise much less rapidly than the prices of what
he consumes. The rise of wages is the effect, not the cause, of the rise of
prices ; and no empirical truth of political economy is more firmly estab-
lished than that, under a change of general prices, wages are the first to fall
and the last to rise. It is not necessary to go further in picturing the mis-
chievious influence on the industrial body of the invidious poison of infla-
tion. " It biteth like a serpent and stingeth like an adder." The memory
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of what the country passed through during the period of greenback infla-
tion is surely still too fresh in the minds of those who are still the leaders
of public opinion to make a detailed exposition necessary.

One word in conclusion, let us be clear with what and with whom we
have to deal in the pending crisis. The friends of a sound currency do not
question the motives of any honest advocate of silver, but they do charge dis-
honesty upon those who are wilfully seeking to degrade the standard of value.
Disguise it as we may, the present silver movement is, in the main, simple
inflationism masquerading under the name of bimetallism. The inflationist
we have long had with us. He is not to be educated by argument, nor to
be won by appeal. He is animated by the piratical instinct of plunder and
is to be treated as an enemy, to be met and beaten, with nerve and deter-
mination, whenever he shows his head. " The only way to make inflation-
ism truly dangerous," says one of our foremost leaders, "is to be afraid of
it." Met squarely and defiantly, the inflationist is not dangerous. Let the
cowardice and the treachery of his design be exposed, and he will shrink
back from the sight of honest men, overpowered and condemned.
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June 20, 1935.

The Editor,
The New York Times,

New York, New York.

Dear Sir:

The pronounced differences of opinion regarding the amend-

ments to the Federal Reserve Act contemplated in legislation now pending

in Congress, and more particularly the acute controversy which has arisen

with regard to the contemplated change in the location of the responsibil-

ity for the exercise of the open market authority in the Federal Reserve

System, have sharpened interest in Federal Reserve history and especially

those episodes in its history that throw light upon the wisdom with which

its open market powers have been exercised in the past* The greatest in-

terest has been shown in the episode covering the period 1927-29.

The editorial in thu Now York Times of Sunday, June 2, 1955,

appears not only to condercm the policies of the Federal Reserve System

during the period 1927-29, but also to charge the responsibility for the

System*s "unfortunate mistakes" to the Federal Reserve Board. It stated,

in part, that:

"Episodes have been cited, in the Keserve System's
history, when the distribution of powers operated badly -
the Board's refusal of t. higher discount rate in 1919
to check the wild commodity speculation; insistence by
the Board, in 1927, on a lower discount rate at the
Chicago Reserve Bank, despite the evidence of growing
speculation which the bank itself mistrusted, and the
Board's rejection, early in 1929, of the New York
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The Editor, The New York Times - 2

bank's move to raise its rate and impose some obstacle
to that year*s ultimately fatal stock speculation.
But the strar^e thing about this historical retrospect
is that all three unfortunate mistakes were made at

, against the representations of the Re-
serve banks; yet that the new bill proposes to en-
large the power of Washington and to restrain the
Reserve banks1 initiative."

(Italics supplied)

This is but another instance of the persistent repetition

of inaccurate and erroneous statements with reference to what transpired

in that period. It is doubtless due not to any lack of desire to under-

stand or to any lack of fairness* but rather to the simple fact that

the whole story of this eventful period has never been told. The per-

sons responsible for such statements apparently are not aware of cer-

tain facts, including the following:

(1) That the Board's action reducing the discount

rate of the Federal Reserve Bank of Chicago in

1927 was in pursuance of a System policy first

proposed "by the Federal Reserve Bank of New York

and concurred in voluntarily by all of the Fed-

eral Reserve banks except Chicagoj

(2) That the Federal Reserve Bank of New York took

no action whatever to check the growing tide of

speculation between .July 13, 1923 and February

14, 1929, which was the r.ost critical period;
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The Editor, The New York Times ~3

(5) That the Federal iteserve Buard finally assumed

the leadership by sending to all Federal Re-

serve banks under date of February 2, 1929 and

making public on February 7, 1929 a warning

against the diversion of credit from the

normal channels of trade and industry into

speculative security loans;

(4) That the first proposal by the Federal Reserve

Bank of New York to increase its discount rate

from 5 to 8 percent was made on February 14,

1929 and was intended as a substitute for the

"direct action11 proposed by the Federal Reserve

Board and which the Board thought would be more

effective; and

(5) That the ensuing difference of opinion be-

tween the Federal Reserve Board and the Fed-

eral Reserve Bank of New York was not a differ-

ence of opinion as to the proper objective, but

only as to the best method of attaining that ob-

jective.
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The Editor, New York Ti&es ~ 4

I would be the last to deny that the Federal Reserve

Board has not always functioned perfectly or that it must bear

its share of the responsibility for the policies pursued by the

Federal Reserve System during the fateful period 1927-29 and for

their consequences; but the public discussion of the important

question whether or not final authority and responsibility for

national credit policies should be placed in the Federal Reserve

Board, as proposed in the pending banking legislation, should not

be based upon erroneous, partial and misleading statements as to

what occurred during that period. Because of the bearing that a

truer and fuller understanding of the manner in which the Federal

Reserve banks and the Federal Reserve Board have respectively dis-

charged their responsibilities have upon the pending banking

legislation, a clearing up of these misapprehensions would be in

the public interest at this time.

I am, therefore, undertaking to prepare a statement re-

viewing the course of Federal Reserve policy during the period 1927-

29, with such personal comments as seem to me to be pertinent to an

understanding of this remarkable episode in Federal Reserve history,

and I intend to make it available for general publication.

In the meantime, and in order that the reflections contained
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The Editor, New York Times - 5

in your editorial of June 2nd may not longer go unanswered, I shall

appreciate it if you will publish this letter pending the release

of my fuller statement.

Very truly yours,

A. C. Miller,
Federal Reserve Board.
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June 2A, 1954.

Memo to Miss Burnett:

This is the inventory of papers of Dr. Adolph Miller which

I discussed over the telephone. The Federal Reserve Board's librarian,

Miss Sutherland, has checked with a red pencil the items which are in

the Board's library. I would be grateful if someone could go through

the list and check it for duplicates in the Bank's library, I would

suggest that perhaps another colored pencil or a different kind of

check mark be used for the Bank items. Thanks ever so much.

Mildred Aaams
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Sixteen lineal feet of papers found in Dr. Miller's effects have
been examined. They consist mostly of magazines, pamphlets and mimeographed
material with a small amount of correspondence.

In the case of some speeches and articles there are work papers, .;;;
copies of the magazine in "which the speech and/or article appeared, as well
&a reprints from the magazine.

Mo attempt lias been made to read and classify eaen piece of this
material. However, it was sorted and assembled so that aa inventory could be
made.

laeh group has beea given a number, the following l i s t shows the
number and contents of esch of these groups.

#1

#2

#3

#5

#6

' ARTICLES AMD SPEECHES

"The Monetary Problem in the United State*"
Address before Bankers Assn. of the State of Illinois
June 1895

The University Record
(Univ. of Chicago) Bee. 1899
Contains reuarks by Dr. Miller

"Some Deaaadt of the lew Industrial Order ©a th«
Universities* article in

University Chronicle
(Univ. of California) Sept.

"Nuking Ready for Hew financial Tests*
Spweh before Bankers Club of Cleveland f©b. 15» 1917
Also work papers itea 55

*¥ar Finance aod the Federal Reserve Banks'1

Paper presented at Joint Conference of the ¥estem
Economic Society and the City Club of Chicago June 1917

Also vork papers itea 55

*¥ar Finance and Inflation* article la
Annuals of American Acaderay of Political and Social

Science Jan. 1918 issue
Reprints of above article
Also vork papers item 5t

23 copies

4 eopitt

3 copies

26 copies

43 copies

3 copies

157 copies
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#12

•After War Beadjustaenti Liberating Gold11 article ia 2A copies
American Economic Review Supplement March 1919
Also work papers item 60
Also aimeogr&ph itea 21

"After ¥ar Readjustments Beatifying the Price Situation* 2 copies
article in Annuals of itaeriean Acade»y of Political and

Social Science March 1919
Reprints of above article 135 copies

The reprints are in three different formst
1* Reprint from Annuals
2, One sent out by Geo. H. Paine, Phlla,, Penna.
3. One published by FRB&nk San Francisco which states

it was delivered as a speech 1^/22/18 before
American Academy of Political and Social Science

Also work papers itea 60

«The Cost of Living froblea* 81 copies
Address before American Assn. of Baking Industry Sept, 191$
(Reprints in two forms - one done by FBBsuak Philadelphia
and the other done by PRBank San Francisco)
Also work pap@rs itea 60
Also fflimeograph Itea 23

"After War Adjustment - The Present Price Outlook* 18 copies
article in Journal of Canadian Bankers Assn. Oct. Ifl9
This also appeared es an artlole in the
Report of Mghth Annual Meeting of Metal Branen of the
National Hardware Assn. 1919 k maples
Also work papers item 55
Also miaeograph item 2 2 ^

"Thrift and the Financial Situation" 1 copy
article in Annuals of American Academy of Political and
Social Science .Tan. 1920
fteprlnta of above article 89 copies

"Foreign Exchange" 2 copies
address in Year Book of Georgetown University School
of Foreign Service Feb. 1920

"Federal Beserve Policy" 1 copy
article in American Economic Review June 1921
Beprints of above article 1$ copies
Also mimeograph item 23
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• I*

j *+$•

«fete

m
#19

#20

#23

#25

#26

•Carres of Expansion &&d Contraction 1919-1921* 3 copies
article in Animals of Academy of Political and Sooial Science
Jan. 1922
leprlnts of above article
Also mimeograph itea 30 ..;/••
•Federal Reserve Policies 1927-1929*
article in American Economic Review Sept. 1935

•Whence and Whither in the Gold Standard8

speech before. Academy of Political Science April

Trust Companies Magazine
These are of various dates and contain articles by
Dr. Miller

MAT8BUL

Federal Sesenre Notes 10/^/16

FESysteai-Lookiiig Ahead
Address before iBdiaaa Bankers1 A©sa.» Indisuapolis

notes see Item 55

118 copies

131 copies

9f copies

10 copies

tU*.

-V, * •

Me«j oa Discoynt Rates 6/Zf/lB

•After ¥ar Readjustment* Liberating Gold*
Address before American Economic As so. Richmond, Va.
See item f - ; •• • • -

•After War Readjustment* The Present Price Outlook*
address before Mat'l Hardware Assn. of U. 8«* Pittsburgh,

Penna.
See itea 10

•Cost of Liring Problem*
Address before American Assn. of Baking Industry at Chicago
See item 9

fiaes Article Dec. Iflf ^

Present Credit Condition in This Country (by coia&ittee)
(iase of Coiamittee not B»ntioaed-it aay have been FEAgents)

"The Outlook for 1921*
Article contributed to K. I . Evening Post

# 5 4

10/24/16

EL027

21334
12/28/18

55
6/6/1$

9/24/19

X1745

XL940
/ /

13011
12/33/20

2. 6

O^OO ĵ X
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#28

I*
#31

•m

Address before Maryland Bankers Assiw
(Ho subject given - 78 copies of this)

"Federal Reserve Policy*
Article in Amerioan Economic Review
See item 13

2- 8 , I ̂  2.1

^..SU^oJL tluu^v* SVSJJL*-,
Remarks at Joint Conference of Chairman sad Governors,

FRBauks, Washington, £* C# Od.zS-T-S.tcj^-i

K

of taptaslon «ad Contractions 191^-1921 •
article In Annuals of the Academy of Political and Social
Sciences Jan.. 1922

it<sa U
Memo of Principal Rulings of the FBBoard shoving vh&t
kinds of paper of Cooperative Marketing Associations are
eligible for rediscount or purchase by FKBanks.
Submitted at session of National Council of Farmers'
Cooperative Marketing Assn* in Washington* D. CU

"Open Market Investment Policy"

#13 *N@v Plan for Stating the Beserve Position of FRBanka"
see item 54 "' - 'T •"

•Biseowat Eat®-Polioy-Op«a Market

•Currency ELasticity*
M* I. University School of Coiaaerce >

•lestoration of British Gold Stsafardt lhat it Means*

FRSystea
Boston Commercial Club Speech

FRSystem Article appearing in June 30, 1928 iseue of
London Statist

Miaeo of a letter 6/20/35 to Editor, New York Times
See itm 61

•fhe inking Bill Considered in the Light of

13700
5/28/21

X3O9O
6/1/21

X34OO

13590

12A5/22

X3667
3/21/23

X3669
1/22/23

13696
A/
X3999
3/18/2*

X4337
5/23/25

XU51
11/18/25

6/6/28

release

'35 ..
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# & "Banking Act of 1935* r'V*r-\M& '
article for Wharton Review \ :^'Wl?' • ••' '...',;

•Banking Act of 1935* Its Significance in Irorioan 5/30/36 \ \^\'i
Monetary History" ,....->;••-."'••-. •

address before D. 6. Bankers Association 'W.~'<:^.:;.'••<

Proposed Substitute for See. 203 of S.1715 • . • • IW86 ' ̂ |S4-:r

MVELOPES AND FOLDERS ' • ' • • '

#44 Envelope containing
, : Congratulatory letters and replies on appointment

to Board and speeches given.

#45 fiwelop© marked "Letters to h@ preserved" containing
(a) letters on congratulations on appointment

to Board
(b) letters on retirement from Board
{©) letters of introduction signed by Roosevelt
(d) handwritten letter from Gfras. E. Hughes, Supreme Court
(e) miscellaneous

#46 Envelope marked "Presidential Letters* containing
Letters from Presidents Wilson, Hoover and Hoosevelt>
Including letter from Boosevelt explaining reason for not
reappointing Dr. Miller to FRBoard.

Sivelope containing material on nev FRBuilding,

§i$ Envelope containing pictures on Mr. Millers Western trip in 1913•

#49 Three envelopes containing
Carbon copies of letters, noteari «tc> various dates
1929 to 1940

l&velope marked "Hearing Material* containing
FRBulletlcs of various dates in 20*s, annual report 1925
and minutes of FRBoard Conference 5/18/20

Envelope marked "House Banking Committee 1926" containing
notes, aemos, printed material etc.

Eavelope containing
Typewritten notes for address on Trust Problems before
Onitariaa Club of San Francisco Hov, 1900

Envelope marked "Ineom© Tax Material* containing
various charts, letters and publications
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#54 Envelope marked "Mew Plan for Stating the Beserve Position of
Federal Reserve Banks" containing

meaos, figures, eto., dated variously 1923 to 1925
Se@ ites* 33 .

#55 Envelope containing
Rough notes oa items 4, 5, 1^ »ad If

Folder marked nB. M* Anderson, Jr»", contains
correspondence between the above and Dr. Millar. f&riotts
aete-$ 191B to 1934* Also

#57 Tare® folders eontainlng only ft few pieeet of material on vsriout
subjects.

Bsvelope eontaining
miscellaneous magazines, letters, passports, etc.

Envelope containing work papers for it^i 6.

#60 liivelop© containing rough notes for it@as 7, 8 tad 9»

#61 Envelop© containing rough notes on item 39*

About 17 envelopes containing nevs clippings of nil dates, personal
letters end miscellaneous letters. Some loose items not in envelopes,

About 12 inches of hand written notes. 'Remnants of folders having
various titles such as

Modern World
Liberation of Trade
Growth of 0, S.
French Revolution
etc.,

Several copies of Fortune, Banking Studies, Chart Books and empty
binders*

June 10, 1954
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FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD

WASHINGTON
Loon Lake, New York.
August 8, 1916.

/

I was very glad indeed to receive your letter of August

first.

You meanwhile will have received the one I wrote you

about a week ago from Washington.

As you correctly surmised, your earlier letter has never

reached me, and I am glad to know that you wrote it, because

I could not understand your long silence.

Strong1s address is, "The Lewiston*, Estes Park, Colo.

Apparently he is well settled there and is gradually gaining.

He has his stenographer and is trying to keep himself busy,

though they permit him only a little work. I am sure nothing

would give him greater pleasure than to see you if you can

manage to come his way on your way back.

Since I wrote you not much has happened. I inclosed in

my latest letter a copy of my letter to Mr. McAdco, which I

wrote at his request after a pretty frank exchange of views,

in which some sparks flew.

Meanwhile, Secretary Houston has gone to ?Jashington in or-

der to intervene in the matter. Apparently he shortened his

holiday in order to do that; though he did not write me to that

effect. I think we all owe him a debt of gratitude for that
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and I axn conceited enough to say that if he succeeds, the Demo-

crat io party and the country will be indebted to him. Today or

tomorrow the matter will have to come to a point, and I am

rather anxious to see what is going to be the outcome of it all.

My talk with Mr, McAdoo had the effect, any way, that he began

to realize that we were not bluffing but that he had a real

situation to deal with.

You ask about my return to Washington: I shall be able to

tell you better in a few days. In any case I ought to be there

by the last week of August, because as I wrote you, the Clayton

Act decisions will require our presence,

I am delighted to hear that Mrs. Miller is gaining, but

sorry to learn that her leg is still bothering her and that

you are lame in the back. I hope you will overcome your

trouble, because you will need your back when you come back, I

am quite sure about that.

With kindest regards, I am ^ ^ tlujJL dv^ X ^ ft

Always sincerjs&y yours,

Hon. A. C. Miller.
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